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Abstract

There at"e two major components in applicalions that have natut'al language

interface: speech recognition and spolcen language processìng. A speech recognizer

converts the input sound inlo written text (which represents spoken language) and the

spolcen langtmge processing part performs the Ð)ntactic and semantic anab¡sis of the

input text. Spoken languctge is characterized by disfluencies such as "Lmxs", "uhs",

pauses, correction, repetition, and word .fragments. Natura.l language parsers, which

provide syntactic interpretation for a sentence, may fail if these spolcen lungr.tage

phenomena are present. Hence, a robust parsing approach is required to handle such

disfluencies.

In thefirst part of this thesis, I enhanced the Hybrid Connectionist Parser (HCP)

to process interint syntactic derivations that occur ù.tring parsing. Temporary bindings

with tags were used to loolc at all possible derivations. Finally, the derivation, which

represents the complete stntcture for the input sentence was selected.

In phase tu,o, the Phrase Structure Matching Algorithnt (PSMA) was developed

based on the graph matching algorithnt [25J to remove disfluencies occurring in spolcen

langttage. The enhanced version of the HCP yvas used for robust pnrsing of spoken

Iangttage. Initially, partially parsed structures are generated by tlte parser. The parsed

structures are then used by the Phrase Structure Matching Algorithm (PSMA) to detect

and remove the disfluent structure. A complete sentence structure for the tnput utterance

vvas derived after the disfluent structLtre was detected.

Finally, the spolcen language processing system v,as tested using the HCRC Map

Task Corpus. The Post-processing and the Incremental Processing Methods were the two



dffirent experiments pedornted to process the disfluent parts of the utterance. In the

post-processing method, disfluent parts are coruected after parsing the utterance. The

increntental processing method processes the disfluent part as soon as an error is

detected and enough information is gathered to correct the et"ror. 42% of the disfluent

utterances t'vere detected and corrected using the post-processing method. Conversely,

tlte incremental method corrected disfluent parts in 60(% o.f the utterances. Therefore, the

post-processing method is more suitable.for utterances vvhich ltave one repair instance,

whereas the incremental ntethod is better suited to handle many repair instances within

atx utterance.
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Chapter 1

Natr-rral language is used to interact with the user in a real time speech processing

system such as the ATIS (Air Travel Information Services), the CU Communicator

system [34] and TRAINS 122]. These real time systems are designed to understand

spontaneous speech to interact with the user. The spoken language output from a speech

recognition system is characterized by disfluencies. Disfluencies occrlr when a speaker

restates or modifies the sentence they started to say. False starts, filled pauses, repairs,

repetitions, mid-sentence corrections ancl word fragments are classified as clisfluencies.

The processing of spoken language with disfluencies stafts with recognizing the disfluent

part of the sentence and detecting the user's intended utterancel. In this thesis, the Hybrid

Connectionist Parser (HCP) is used to generate partially parsed sûuctures for the input

sentence. These structures are then given as input to the Phrase Structure Matching

Algorithm (PSMA) to detect the disfluent structure.

A natural language parser will generate the syntactic structure for a sentence based

on given gramrnar. A spoken language utterance is characterized by the presence of

disfluencies. Therefore, the parser cannot generate a syntactic structute for a sentence

which is disfluent. This thesis will demonstrate that the HCP and the PSMA can be

integrated to handle disfluencies. The PSMA, which is based on the existing Graph

Matching Algorithm, was altered to deal with different possible situations that occur

during parsing. The PSMA was tested using the HCRC Map Task Corpus, which is a

collection of spoken language transcripts.

lntroduction

I In this thesis, utterance always denotes a spoken language sentence

I



In a spoken language utterance, the speaker restates or modifies what s/he started to say.

Figure 1-l shows an utterance taken from the Air Travel Information System (ATIS)

corpLls.

Show flights from Boston on
Reparandum IP

The utterance in Figure 1-1 incorporates a conection made by the speaker. The speaker

enquires about flights fiom Boston but ret'ames his query and then enqnires about flights

from Denver. The reparandunr shown in Figure 1-1 represents the part of the phrase that

has to be replaced or corrected. The interuuption point is the point at which the user

detects the need to repeat or correct what they have uttered. The interregnum (IM)

represents editing terms which follow the interruption point. The alteration represents the

phrase or word that is supposed to replace the reparandum. Dte to the presence of such

corrections in an utterance, a breakage in the phrase structlue occltrs. In Figure 1-1, there

is an incomplete preposition phrase generated by the fifth word "on" followed by a

complete preposition phrase "from Denver". The repairs present in an utterance are

classified depending on the way in which the user modifies his utterance.

Figure 1-1: Basic structure ofa spoken language utterance [39].

uh
IM

from Denver on Monday
Alteration

1,1 Classification of Speech Repairs

Depending on the arrangement of the reparandnm and its alteration in an

utterance, speech repairs have been classified into three types: fresh starts, modification

repairs. and abridged repairs.



Fresh Starts [17]: An utterance falls in this category if the user restates his pleviously

said utterance. Figure 1-2 shows that the utterance "I need to send" is replaced by the

following utterance "how many boxcars can one engine take".

I need to send

Reparandum

Modification Repairs [17]: The speaker does not restate what they have uttered but

leplaces or repeats a word or a phrase. A characteristic of this speech repair is that there

is a strong word corespondence between the reparandum and the alteration.

let's see

IP IM
Figure 1-2: Fresh starts from II7].

You can carr)¡ them both on
Reparandum

how manJ¿ boxcars can one enqine take
Alteration

Abridged Repairs [17]: The speaker stops ol pauses while uttering a phrase and then

continues what they started to say. Figure 1-4 shows an example of an abridged repair.

We need to um manage to get the bananas
IP IM

Figure 1-4: Abridged repair from [17].

1.2 Research overview

Figure 1-3: Moclification repair from [17].

tow both on the same engine
IP Alteration

In this thesis, a syntactic method is used to deal with disfluent structures. The

spoken language input is first given to a syntactic parser. The Hybrid Connectionist

Parser (HCP) [25] parses the input text. I enhanced the existing Hybrid Connectionist

Parsing rnethod to deal with ambiguous syntactic structures. On parsing a spoken

language utterance, the HCP generates partially parsed stmctures due to the presence of



disfluencies. In Example 1-1, partially parsed structures generated for the utterance "l

am at the walled city" are shown.

Example 1-1

1.

2.

S INPIPRP ti] I vPtl I and

S INPIPRP tI]l vPIBEMIam] PPIINIat] NPIDrIthe] NOMIwa]-led cityl l

1l

On parsing the utterance "l I am at the walled city", a partial parse tree for the first word

"I" is generated. The partial parse tree generated for the first word "I" is shown as the

first structure in Example 1-1. The second structure in Example 1-1 shows a complete

sentence structllre fonned for the remaining parts of the utterance, "I am at the walled

city". In the second part of the thesis, the PSMA was developed to process partially

parsed struchrres.

The PSMA derives a proper syntactic stmcture for the input text using partial

parse trees. Two different methods have been followed to process partially parsed

struchrres. The first method is referred to as the Post-Processing Method. In this method,

the PSMA is appliecl after deriving partially parsed structures for the input utterance.

Moreover, the final cornpleted phrase is taken as the corrected part of the utterance. In

Exarnple 1-1, the sentence structure formed for the words "I am at the walled city" is

taken as a conected parl of the utterance. The PSMA then searches for a similar sentence

structure. The structure formed for the first word is also an incomplete sentence strucfure.

Therefore, the PSMA detects the sentence strucftire formed for the first word "I" as the

reparandum.

The second method is referred to as the Incremental Processing Method. In the

incremental processing method, the PSMA is triggered as soon as a disfluency is

4



detected. In Example 1-1, the sentence structure formed fol the first word "I" expects a

verb phrase (VP) to follow. Due to the presence of a repetition of the word "I", the parser

generates a noun phrase structure. The parser detects the presence of a disfluency and the

PSMA is triggered. The PSMA then checks for a similar noun phrase structure. Due to

tlre presence of a similar noun phrase formed for the first word "I" , an over-lapping of the

noun phrase takes place. Now, the parser takes control and continues to parse the

remaining words of the utterance. Figure l-5 shows the necessary steps used in the

incremental processing method. The incomplete sentence stmcture created based on the

f,irst word "I" is shown as the reparandum. The structure represented as the reparandum

expects a verb phrase as the next incoming phrase. Since the parser generates a noun

plu'ase based on the second input word, the PSMA is triggered. The PSMA detects the

presence of similar structures. Finally, overlapping of the noun phrase strucfures takes

place and the parser continues to generate structures for the next word.
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1.3 Contributions of the Thesis

The major contributions of this thesis are as follows:

r Incremental parsers are used to generate syntactic structures for sentences which

are grammatical. In this thesis, the Hybrid Connectionist Parser (HCP) was used

to process clisfluencies of spoken language. Detecting the intermption point in

speech is difficult because of the presence of interim derivation. In this thesis, we

have derived a method to detect the intermption in an incremental fashion.

. The HCP method was enhanced to deal with interim derivations and different

possible structural interpretations that occur during incremental parsing. The

presence of disfluent parts in a spoken language utterance caltses the HCP to

generate broken phrase struchrres which gives enough infonnation to detect and

cor¡ect repairs by the PSMA.

Unlike other methods that focus on different allowable pattems of repair to

process disfluencies in speech, the PSMA looks at the similarity in the phrase

structures between the reparandum and its alterations. Hence, a more accurate

method for speech repair detection and correction was developed based on the

structnral similarity between the reparandum and its alteration.

The PSMA searches for the structure that is modified or replaced by the

alteration; or with which the current fully activated structure can be merged. The

search for the previous matching structure helps to skip or remove interim

disfluent structure such as f,rlled pauses and editing terms and to deal with all

types of the repairs described in Section I . I .



1.4 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides an introduction to natural

language processing. The Hybrid Connectionist Parsing (HCP) method and the use of

temporary binding to deal with interim derivation are explained in Chapter 3. Different

works on spoken language are explained in Chapter 4. The PSMA and its development

process are addressed in Chapter 5. Experimental results are summarized in Chapter 6.

Finally, conclusions and future work of this thesis are provided in Chapter 7.



Ghapter 2 Natural Language Processing

In this chapter, the syntactic way to process natural language based on context free

grammars is explained (i.e. context free grammars are used to generate syntactic

structures). Natural language processing involves computation of both written and spoken

language [23]. The knowledge sources used for natural language computation are syntax,

semantics and morphology.

2,1 Gontext Free Grammars and Parsing

Context free gratnmars contain a set of rules used to describe a syntactic structure

of sentences of a language [23]. The syntactic structure represents the parse tree

generated for a sentence. Figure 2-1 shows the parse tree generated for the sentence

"Book that flight". Context fi'ee grammar rules generated for the sentence, "Book that

flight", is given in Example 2-1.

Example 2-l

1. S -+ vP

2. VP -+ V NP

3. NP -+ Art N

4. V -+ book I Book

5. Art -) that

6. N -+ flight

Context free grammar rules contain non-terminal and terminal symbols, productions

and the sentence symbol (S) t6]. Non-terminal symbols (i.e. 'S', 'V', 'VP', 'NP', 'Art'

and 'N') in the preceding example represent grammatical categories and terminal

symbols (i.e. 'Book', 'that' and 'flight') represent wo¡ds of a sentence. Productions

9



represent rules, in which a non-terminal symbol (left-hand side of the rules) replaces

grammatical categories or words on the right-hand side of the rule. Terminal symbols

described are called lexical items. The rules that assign syntactic categories to these

lexical items are called lexical rules, and the left hand side of the lexical rules represents

part of speech tags (V, Art and N in the above example represent parl of speech tags) or

syntactic categories for the words.

Parsing is described as the process of deriving the syntactic structure of a sentence

based on a given grarnmar. The syntactic structure represents the parse tree generated for

a sentence. As the number of rules used by the parser increases, there will be more than

one possible parse tree for a sentence. Syntactic disambiguation is a process of choosing

the most probable parse for a sentence.

The essential constraint of the parse tree is that it has to cover all words of a sentence

and the root node has to be a S. Parsing the sentence, "Book that flight", based on the

above rules, will result in a parse tree as shown in Figure 2-1. The parse tree covers the

entire sentence and the root node is represented by S. The parse tree shows that the

sentence in the example is formed by a Verb Phrase (VP); the VP is formed by a Verb

(V) and a Noun Phrase (lt{P). The NP is formed by an Article (Art) and a Noun Q.t).

Finally, the speech tags for the words "Book", "that" and "flight" are V, Art and N

respectively. Top-down and bottom-up parsing are the two different parsing strategies

with tlre above constraints and it is explained in Section 2.1.1 and 2.1 .2 respectively.

t0
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Figure 2-1: An example of a parse tree [23].

2.1.1 Top-down Parsing Method

In a top-down parsing method 123], the parser generates the parse hee from S.

Tlre rules given in Example 2-2 are used to generate a structure for the sentence, "Book

that flight".

Example 2-2

1. S -+ VP

2. S -+ NP VP

3. S -) AUX NP VP

4. VP + V NP

5. NP -+ DEt N

6. NP -+ PropN

7. V -+ book I Book

B. Art + that

9. N + flight

NP

,''"t"'\
Art N

Book

that flight

l1



Figtrre 2-2 represents the r,vay in which a top-down parser generates its parse tree.

Syntactic structures are generated by the parser starting frorn S.

;.
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S

J

I
I
I

Vtr

Í'Jtr

c

t

tJF

In the second stage, parse trees are generated from rules with S (i.e S -+ Np Vp, S -+

Aux NP VP and S -+ VP) as its left-hand side category. Thus, there are three structures

generated from three rules. In the third stage, each of these structures is further expanded.

Figure 2-2: Different stages in a top-down parsing method [23-|.

Eook
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ì
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In each stage the leftmost-category (at the leaf level2) of a sü'ucture, which is not a

terminal symbol, is expanded. The process of expanding the left-most leaf node continues

in each of the strllcfure until the leaf node of a structure contains only word categories. If

the symbols match with the r.vords of the input sentence, then the corresponding tree

represents its parse tree. In the first four parse trees of the fourth stage, the categories of

the left-most leaf node do not represent the category of the word "Book". If the input

sentence is "Book the flight", then the fifth parse tree in the third stage will represent its

parse tree. Because, the leaf nodes of the structure represent V and NP, where V

represents the category fol the word "Book" and NP represents the phrase "the book".

2.1,2 Bottom-up Parsing Method

In a bottom-up parsing method 1231, the parse tree is generated by applying the

rules starting fi'om words of a sentence. The list of rules used in the bottom-up parsing

method is given in Example 2-3.

Examplc 2-3

1. S +- VP

2, S <- NP VP

3. S <- Aux NP VP

4. VP <- V NP

5. NP +- DEt N

6 . NP <- PropN

7. V <- book I Book

B. Art <- that

2 Leaf node ¡epresents the nodes in the lowest level of tl.re tree. The root node represents the top-most node

ofthe tree (sentence symbol "S")
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9. N <- flight

The lexical rules (i.e. Rules: 7, 8 and 9) assign part of speech tags for words in a

sentence. The lexical rules assign syntactic categories to these lexical items (i.e. words of

the sentence) and the left hand side of the lexical rules represents part of speech tags

(POS) for these words. The partial parse tree is then built based on the tags. Figure 2-3

represents different steps followed by a bottom-np parser. In Figure 2-3, the parser

generates syntactic strucfure starting from the sentence "Book that flight".

N ,A;i N

tll
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In the second stage in Figure 2-3,partial parse trees represent the words and its tags. Due

to the ambiguous nature of the word "Book", it has two different tags. Therefore, two

separate partial parse trees are generated. In the next stage, different possible ways to

generate the tree based on the application of rules are showed. In the fourth stage, the

Figure 2-3: Different stâges in a bottom-up parsing method [231.
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structure formed by taking "Book" as N is dropped as the network cannot be further

generated. In the fourth stage, thele is a partial parse tree with VP followed by NP (first

pafüal parse tree) and a partial parse tree formed by VP as its root node (second partial

parse tree). Since, there is no rule with "VP NP" on the right-hand; the f,irst structure on

the fourth ply can be dropped. The final parse tree based on the rule s <-- vp is shown in

Figure 2-4.

S
I

I

VP
,' \./.\

,r'" \

,,',. \.
NP

./\1\./\
Art N

Bosk

Figure 2-4: Parse tree for "Book that flight"

rhar flight
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Ghapter 3 Hybrid Connectionist Parsing (HCP)

In this chapter I will explain the Hybrid Connectionist Parsìng (HCP) algorithm and

the enhancement of the HCP using temporary bindings. The HCP [25] is an incremental

parser, which uses the concept of traditional parsing algorithm and neural networks. The

parsing algorithms described in Section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 assumes that all the words of a

sentence are present before the parser begins its process. Incremental parsing generates

syntactic stntctures as each word is recognized. Such systems are very useful with respect

to spoken language processing as the input words can be processed as soon as they are

recognized.

3.1 Representation of a Mini-Network

A grammar rule can be represented in the form of a neural network which is called

a mini-network [25]. The mini-network shown in Figure 3-1 is a two-layer neural

network with a root node representing the left-hand side of the rule and the leaf nodes

representing the categories on the right-hand side of the rule (a -+ Br ... B"). In Figure

3-1, leaf nodes represent lowest level nodes with no branches (i.e. 81 ... B"). The root

nocle "4" of a network represents the topmost node in the network.

Figure 3-1: An example of a mini-netryork based on the rule À -) Br ... B, [ 25 ] .
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Each node is associated with an activation value. The connection weight between a

leaf node and the root node is calculated using the formula 1/n, where n is the number of

leaf nodes in the network. The activation value of a node takes a value between 0 and 1.

The range between 0 and 1 determines the state of the node. A node which represents a

syntactic category is fully activated if its activation value is 1.

3.2 Parsing of Natural Language Text

Parsing is described as the process of deriving the syntactic strlrcture of a sentence

based on a given grammar. Incremental parsing of a natural language text takes place as

each word is recognized. As each word is recognized, the part of speech category to

which this word belongs is determined and a mini-network is created. The mini-network

created, is based on the rule r.¡ord -) category (i.e. tr'e -+ art). Transfer of activation

from the fully activated node in the lower layer (i.e. the node containing the word) to all

the nodes with which it is connected in the higher level takes place. Activation transfer in

the network causes the root node containing the category to become fully activated. Rules

with the category of the fully activated root node as the first category on the right-hand

side of the rule are determined. Then, a ne\ry mini-network is created based on the

selected rules, followed by merging the ftrlly-activated root node with the leftmost leaf

node of the new network. Activation transfer takes place in the new network. The process

of generating and merging takes place successively in this fashion throughout the parsing

process. Different stages of the HCP are shown in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2 : Parsing process [25].
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3.3 Representation of a Complex Mini-Network

A complex mini-network is used to replace the position of mini-network when

more than one rule is selected based on the category of the fully activated node. There are

cases, where more than one mle is selected for a given category. In Example 3-i,

category "V" is used as the selection criterion.

Example 3-1

VP<_V

VP<-VNP

VP<-VPP

VP<-VNPPP

In this example, a complex mini-network is used to determine the correct rule

from the competing rules. An example of a cornplex mini-network is represented in

Figure 3-3. A complex mini-network is a three-layer network, with the leaf nodes

representing all categories on the right-hand side of the competing rules, the middle layer

represents hypothesis nodes and the root node represents the common left-hand side of

the rule (all rules have the same category on the left-hand side). A hypothesis node is

defined for each rule in the competing derivations. Derivation is a term used to denote the

rules derived based on a selection criterion (i.e. "V" in the above example). In this

example, the hypothesis node "H1" represents the rule "vp ? v","H2" repÍesents the

rule "vp <- v Np", "H3" represents the rule "vp <- v pp" and"HL" represents the nrle

"vP <- v NP PP3".

3 PP stands for prepositional phrase
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There are two types of connections between the leaf nodes and the hypothesis

nodes. The dotted connections represent inhibiting connections. These connections carry

a negative connection weight (-0.1). Thus, if a leaf node associated with an inhibiting

connection is activated, a negative weight is transferred to the hypothesis node associated

with the connection and deactivates the particular hypothesis node. The connection

weights are calculated using the formula Lln, where 'n' represents the number of

categories on the right-hand side of the rule represented by the hypothesis node.

The use of inhibiting connections and hypothesis nodes helps to determine the

correct rule based on the leaf nodes that are activated. If the leaf nodes V and NP are

activated, the hypothesis node "H2" is activated. The second "VP" rllle will be used.

In Section 3.1,3.2 and 3.3, the way in which a grammar rule is represented, the

incremental parsing algorithm and finally the use of complex mini-network to deal with

interim ambiguous situation are shown. As the number of mles used by the parser

increases, the parser has to deal with more ambiguous sifuations. The HCP is enhanced

by using temporary bindings and tags to handle competing interim derivations.

Root node

Figure 3-3: Complex mini-netrvork [25].

Hypothesis nodes

Leafnodes
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3.4 Enhanced Version of the HCP

Enhanced version of the HCP deals with ambiguous situations that occur during

parsing. The Hybrid Connectionist Parser uses a complex mini-network to represent the

rules selected based on the category of the fully activated node. A complex mini-network

can repr'esent rules having the same left-hand side category. Example 3-2 represents rules

having the same left-hand side category (i.e. VP). The rules in Example 3-2 are selected

based on the category verb i.e. "V"

Example 3-2

VP(-V

VP<-VNP

VP<-VPP

VP<-VNPPP

The HCP is enhanced to deal with rules with different left-hand side categories. As a

partial parse tree is generated for an input word, there can be more than one way in which

the incremental parser can make its next move. The temporary bindings between

networks are used to represent different ways in which a partial parse tree can be

generated. The bindings are also numbered and these numbers are called tags. Tags

represent identifier for a path. After parsing the input sentence, different paths are

traversed to derive the sentence structure, which covers all words of the input sentence.

3.4.1 Representation of Temporary Bindings and Tags

The temporary bindings are used to represent different interim derivations in

parallel. Therefore, each path represents the way in which a parse tree can be generated.
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Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 mentioned in this section, describe the use of temporary

bindings to deal with different ambiguous situations.

Scenario 1:

In this scenario, temporary bindings are used to deal with rules having different

left-hand side categories. Example 3-3 shows an example for rules with different left-

hand side categories (i.e. NP and S). The rules in Example 3-3 are selected based on the

category noun phrase (NP).

Example 3-3

NP <- NP PP

S<-NPVP

If the rules have different left-hand side categories, the mles with the same left-hand side

category will be grouped together. A mini-nefr¡¡ork will be created for each of these

groups and the fully activated root node will be connected to each of these groups by

means of a temporary binding. Binding of the fully activated root node to the leftmost

leaf nodes of the newly generated mini-networks is depicted in Figure 3-4.

\/
'\ t"

Tl -- 
- ,' -rc

tt ¡---
f\

( rr ) Fully activated root
\---l

Figure 3-4: Binding of the fully activated root node to the leftmost leaf nodes of the newly generated
mini-netrvorks.
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Scenario 2:

In this scenario, temporary bindings are used to deal with interim clerivations.

When a root node is flilly activated, the parser can continue processing either by binding

to the previous expecting node or by generating a new network. Temporary bindings will

be used to represent different ways in which a parse tree can be extended. Figure 3-5

shows a situation where a flilly activated noun phrase (NP) is bound to the previous

expected node and the new mini-networksa. The previous expecting node in Figure 3-5

will represent the NP node present in the VP structure.

Take

r,. *o 
J

/\frtrl\./
><

,.\1'\

{¡rp} {epj\1 \/

Figure 3-5: Binding ofthe fully activated root node to the previous expecting node and to the nervly
generated mini-netrvorks.

a The mini-networks represent the two networks formed based on the following rules

NP <- NP PP

S<_ NP VP
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A tag is assigned to each temporary binding. Tags describe the nodes that are

bonded to the fully activated node and the branch it uses. When there is a binding fi'om a

fully activated root node then the node is assigned with a unique number. The numbers

are assigned in an ascending order from 1 to n, so that the fully activated nodes have a

unique value. Each of the branches from the fully activated root node will be assigned a

unique value from I to n, representing the branch number from the node (i.e. first branch,

second branch and so on). In Figure 3-5, the NP node that is bound to the previous

expected node and the new mini-network will have a unique value of '1'. 'T1' represents

' 1, 1 ' that is the first branch from the NP node with the value of ' I '.

3.4.2 Parsing Using the Enhanced Version of the HGP

The hypothesis of an incremental parser is that the parse tree has to be built as

each word is read. This section describes the parsing algorithm for the sentence "I took

the book" using the enhanced version of the HCP. The HCP generate syntactic structures

as each word is recognized. The partially parsed structure generated after parsing the

word "I" is shown in Figure 3-6. In this partially parsed structure, temporary bindings are

used to connect mini-networks, followed by the assignment of tags. The fully activated

pronoun (PN) node (syntactic category of the word "I") is connected to the mini-network

created using the rule "NP <- pN". Activation transfer takes place in the network. The NP

is ftilly activated and mini-networks are generated based on the rules selected i.e. with NP

as the first category on the right hand side of the rule. The mles selected with noun phrase

as the first category on the right hand side of the nrle are shown in Example 3-4.
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Example 3-4

NP <_ NP PP

S<-NPVP

The selected mles in Example 3-4 have different left hand side categories. A rnini-

network is created for each of the selected rule and a temporary binding is used to

connect the ñllly activated root node to each of the generated network. The next stage

after binding the generated network to the root node is activation transfer.

Figure 3-7 depicts different process performed by the activation transfer function. The

network on the left hand side of Figure 3-7 gives the activation value of different nodes in

the network after transferring activation through the f,rrst mini-network i.e. the first

branch is selected for activation transfer. The leftmost noun phlase node in the first

network has an activation value of I and the network is partially activated. If the network

associated with the first branch is activated, the leftmost node associated with the second

prul
1.O,/-l

I

-\
luo\\{9/

Figure 3-6: Partial parse tree generated for "Itt
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branch is deactivated. Similarly, the activation

riglrt-hand side of Figure 3-7 .

Activation transfer takes place in

the first branch

transfer takes place in the network on the

,/^

Activation transfer take place in

the second branch.

/\
i r':p ì
\001

(.urJ (Ërl
x.

In the left-hand side or in the righrhand side of Figure 3-7, if a rnini-network

associated with a branch is activated then other mini-networks associated with the

remaining branches from NP will be deactivated. Further structures cannot be extended

f¡om the networks and the parser read the next word "took". The partial parse tree for "I

took" is shown in Figure 3-8. The network shown in Figure 3-8 consist of a fully

activated NP (i.e. NP activated based on the rule "¡lp (- pN-) and VP (i.e. "VP"

5 The network can be extended only ifthe root node is fully activated.

Figure 3-7 : Activation transfer in a partial parse tree.
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activated based on

generate a partially

the rule "vp <- v" ) . On further reading input wolds,

parsed structure for the noun phrase "the book".

the parser will
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The fully activated noun phrase can be bound to previous expecting noun phrase node or

can be extended. Figure 3-9 shows the structure, where NP can be bonded to the previous

expecting node.
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Figure 3-8: Partial parse tree for "I took"
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After binding, transfer of activation takes place in the network. VP remains in its

activated state based on the rule "vp <- v Np". The parse tree for the sentence "I took the

book" will be derived as,

28
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SINPIPNII]l VPIVItook] NP[ARTlthe] Ntbookl I ll

The ftilly activated nolrn phrase structure (i.e. NP[the book]) can be extended by

generating new mini-networks. All possible mles with NP as the first category on the

righrhand side of the rule will be selected,

NP <- tlP PP and

S<-NPVP

Mini-network will be created for each rule and it will be bound using a temporary

binding. Figure 3-10 shows two mini-networks and it is bound to the fully activated noun

phrase node. In Figure 3-10, the two mini-networks are bound using the branch 2 and3 to

the fully activated root. After binding, activation transfer takes place in the network.

Activating the network that is selected and deactivating the remaining networks will be

an important part of this algorithm. Therefore, the leaf node that is connected using

branch 1 from noun phrase i.e. NP [the book] is deactivated. The node connected using

temporary binding 2 from the NP node generated for the input Iext"the boolc" will be

activated and the networks associated with the remaining bindings are deactivated. The

activation value for the entire parse tree will be recalculated. The activation state of the

netwolk is shown in Figure 3-10. In Figure 3-10, the noun phrase stlucture generated for

the input words "the book" is extended based on the rule "Np <- Np pp" (second

branch) . The root node of the network connected using branch 2 is expecting a

preposition phrase (PP) to become fully activated.
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Figure 3-10: The state of the network after selecting temporary binding 2.
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The networt connected using the second branch will not

words. The state of the network after selecting the

tempolary binding 3 is shown in Figure 3-11.
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Figure 3-11 : The state of the network after selecting temporary binding 3.
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Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11 show that the netwolks connected using branchZ and branch

3 from the fully activated noun pluase node (i.e. NP[the book]) are not useful and these

derivations are called interim derivations. After parsing the sentence, the interim

derivations that are not useftil will be neglected and the netr,vork connected using binding

I will be considered. The f,rnal parse tree will be

SINP[PNU]l vP[Vfrook] NP[ARTlthe] Nlbookll ll

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, the Hybrid Connectionist Parsing Algorithm is used to derive syntactic

sttuctures for sentences. This chapter started with the description of a mini-network,

which is used to represent a grammar mle. A complex mini-network is used to process

different competing rules with the same left-hand side categories.

The enhanced version of the HCP uses temporary bindings and tags to deal with

ambiguous situations that occur during parsing.
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Chapter 4
Processing

In this thesis, I work on disfluencies in spoken language. Previous works on spoken

language have used syntactic information [10], [20], l29l and [12] prosodic signals [17],

[28], [33] and [41] and other processing methods like pattern matching to detect and

correct repairs. In this chapter, different knowledge sources and methods used to detect

and correct repairs are explained.

Related Work on Spoken Language

4.1 ln-Parser Speech Repair ldentifier

In the case of an in-parser speech repair identifier, a parser is used to assign

syntactic structures to a sentence based on grammar rules. Unlike written text, a parser

will not be able to derive a sentence structure for a spoken language sentence which

covers all the words in the sentence (due to disfluencies). This section describes the

different methods that use parser to process disfluencies in speech.

4.1.1 The work of Core

Core [10], in his work on spoken dialog, has designed a parser to handle speech

repairs based on metarules. These metarules specify different patterns of speech repairs

that occur in spoken language. Hence, these rules help to form a complete phrase

structure by skipping the reparandum or other editing terms. In this system, Non-

interference metarule, Editing term metarule and Repair metarule are used to handle

different situations. In the case of repair metarule, the possible reparandum start and end

points are calculated to form a phrase structure around the reparandum. Based on the

results of in-parser speech repair identifier, the system is able to detect 237 out of 495
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speech repairs using the word and the parl of speech tag information. The Conect

reparandum start is detected for 187 outof 231using only word matching and 183 out of

237 using word and part of speech similarities.

4.1,2 The work of Hindle

Hinclle [20] uses a set of rules to handle the repairs in speech. His work is based on a

hypothetical edit signal, assumed to be a kind of phonetic signal, which indicates the

presence of a repair. The edit signal marks the end of the reparandum or the intenuption

point. Hindle forrnulated four rules to detect and correct repairs in speech:

l. Surface Copy Editor

2. Category Copy Editor

3. Stack Copy Editor

4. Handling Fresh Starts or Restarts

The surface copy editor rule is used to remove the repetition of words, where the first

word is followed by an edit signal. The category copy editor rule and the stack copy

editor rule works on the syntactic categories to remove repeated and incomplete

structures. The last rule handles fresh starts by looking for phrases such as you know, like

I said etc. after an edit signal which is followed by the speaker's corection. Experimental

restrlts show that there is only a 3o/o rale of failure when tested on a corpus of transcribed

speech. The disadvantage of this work is that it assumes an edit signal to detect the

presence ofa repair.
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4.1.3 The work of Mckelvie

Mckelvie [29] uses a syntactic method to deal with disfluent speech. The

grammar rules he uses are initially formulated for fluent speech and later modified to

include disfluent patterns present in spoken language. He proves that syntactic rules can

be developed for spoken language. However, Mckelvie's work does not explicitly show

the number of repairs that are detected by the parser and the number of false alarms

detected.

4.1.4 The work of Dowding et al.

Dowding et al., l72l developed a naftrral language system, GEMINI. This system

is used to parse a spoken language utterance using a bottom-up parser and an utterance

level parser. Both syntactic and semantic information are used to process the utterance.

The bottom-up parser uses the syntactic and semantic mles to generate structures which

encompass syntactic and semantic information. Then an utterance level parser is used to

derive a semantically corect shrcture. If the utterance level parser fails to derive an

acceptable structure for the utterance, then a correction phase is used to detect and correct

the repairs in speech. Their haining set contained 178 repairs and the system is able to

detect 89 repairs, and 81 out of 89 were corrected. Their testing utterance contained 26

repairs and the system is able to detect 1 I repairs, and corrected 8 out of 1 i repairs.

4.1.5 The work of Wermter and Weber

Wermter and Weber [43] describe a flat screening method to handle spoken

language utterance. The system (SCREEN) Llses a flat representation for syntactic and

semantic analysis and artificial neural networks to deal with ambiguous structures and
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repairs in the utterance. The correction part of the system is responsible for speech repair

detection and conection. The system deals with pauses, interjections, repetitions of a

word and phrase. Word corrections are also dealt, where two different r,vords have same

syntactic category.

4.1,6 The work of Lavie

Lavie [26] has developed a new parsing algorithrn (GLR*) to deal with spoken

language. The parser is designed to handle repairs and problems that occur due to

grammar coverage. To deal with the above situations, the parser skips worcls and finds

the maximutn set of words which form a complete structure. This system does not

perform any speech repair detection and corection.

4.2 Other Methods to Process Speech Repairs

4.2.1 The work of Bear et al.

Bear et al. [3] worked on different sources of information to detect and correct

repairs in speech. In this work, a simple pattem matching technique, the syntactic and

semantic information of a parser, and acoustical information are used. They conclude that

any single source of information is not suff,rcient to deal with repairs. They say that the

above sources of information (i.e. pattern matching, syntactic and semantic information,

and acoustical infonnation) can be integrated to deal with repairs in speech.

4.2.2 The work of Heeman et al.

Heeman and Allen [15] have focused on the speech recognition problem. They

say that the problem of recognizing part of speech (POS) tags, discourse markers,
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detecting disfluent parts in speech and intonational phrases are intertwined. Moreover,

the speech recognition problem is also connected to the task of recognizing POS tags.

Hence, they solve the above problem of detecting and correcting repairs, finding

utterance ends and discourse makers at the speech recognition phase. With this system,

Heeman arid Allen solved 66% of speech repairs and they had a precision o174o/o.

Heernan et al. [18] combines the detection and conection algorithm to confirm

whether a repair has actually occurred. Speech repairs are detected using transition

probabilities of word categories. After repairs are detected, the cor¡ection algodthm uses

word match information to detect the span of the reparandum. Finally, they use the

correction process on the altemative structllres generated by the repair detection

algorithm to confirm whether the speech repair has occumed. By combining the detection

and conection algorithm, the value of recall (in the repair detection) increased from

749% to 80.8% for modification repair. In the case of fresh starts, there isn't significant

increase in the value of recall. The value increased from 57.0o/o to 58.5o/o.

4.2.3 The work of Nakatani and Hirschberg

Nakatani and Hirschberg [33] determine the use of acoustic and prosodic cues to

detect and correct repairs in speech. The system is tested with 202 utterances containing

223 rcpairs. They consider every point between words (wi, w;) as an interruption point

and various features are examined to determine the possibility of a repair. Some of the

features include pause duration, words fragments, filled pause, patteffi matching between

w¡ andw¡ l36repairsaredetectedwitharecallof 83.4%. 177 of therepairsaredetected

with the help of word fragments and pause duration. In their next experiment, the word
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fragments are not considered. In this test, 174 repairs are detected correctly wifh 78.1%

recall.

4.2.4 The work of Shriberg et al.

Shriberg et al. [40] show that, prosodic information can provide better results to

detect repairs in speech than other methods that use lexical information. Sheiberg et al.

use features like the duration of pause, the duration of vowels, the fuirdamental

frequency, and the signal to noise ratio to detect repairs. These lneasurelnents are present

in the speech data that are used for training. Finally, a decision tree is used to find the

point (intemrption point) that follows a filled pause, repetitions, repairs and false starts

from other points. Shriberg et al's., work gave a better result to detect filled pause than

the SRI's recognizer.

Shriberg [39] discusses the presence of regular patterns in speech. Despite the

traditional view that difluencies are irregular events, the aim of this work is to show that

these utterances tend to have a regular structure in different dimensions.

Hindle [20] assumed an edit signal to detect the presence of a repair. These wolks

[10], [12], [18] and [38] on spoken language processing do not address the phrase

structure parallelism (similarity in the phrase strucfure between the reparandum and the

repair) to detect and correct repairs. Core [0] identified phrase structure parallelism as

an area which has the potential to process repairs.

Some systems [5], ll7l,l28l, [40] and [41] attempt to identify repairs during the

speech recognition phase (pre-parser speech repair identification) or use prosodic signals

to detect and correct repairs in speech. In this thesis, I will work at the syntactic level to
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detect and cor:rect repairs. A syntactic method to process disfluencies will be

advantageous because the use of syntactic information of the language and the structuLe

of the speech repair are the same for all corpora of spoken language.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, different works on spoken language processing are explained. We

classified the works based on the methods which use a parser to deal with repairs in

speech. The remaining works which uses statistical method, prosodic cues, and pattern

matching techniques are described in Section 4.2.
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Ghapter 5 The Phrase Structure Matching Algorithm

The Phrase Structure Matching Algorithm (PSMA) is based on the concept of Graph

Matching Algorithm [25]. The Graph Matching Algorithm is a system that is used to

correct the disfluent structure present in an utterance by detecting structural similarity

between the reparandum and its alteration. An incomplete and a complete structure are

taken by the Graph Matching Algorithm and are used to detect the intended sentence

structure. For example; "Peter takes the red, the blue block" contains a disfluent structure

that the Graph Matching Algorithm detects and corrects. The Graph Matching Algorithm

infers that the "the blue block" is the conected part of the utterance. Example 5-l

demonstrates the bracketed notation of this utterance and how it is being understood by

the Graph Matching Algorithm. In Exarnple 5-1, the complete noun phrase (NP) structure

after the colruna represents the alteration. The Graph Matching Algorithm searched the

utterance for a previously incomplete noun phrase shucture before the comma, and then

the complete NP overlapped the incornplete NP. The previous incomplete NP stmcture is

underlined in Example 5-1.

Example 5-1

SINP (PR-peter) VP (V-takes) NP (DET-the ADJ-red NIL)] , INp (DET-

Lhe ADJ-blue N-block) l

The PSMA which is based on the existing Graph Matching Algorithrn was altered to

cleal with different possible situations that occur during parsing. The PSMA was tested

using HCRC Map Task Corpus, a collection of spoken language transcripts. By

integrating the PSMA with a parser the Graph Matching Algorithm was then able to

detect and remove disfluent parts of a rnore complicated utterance. The Graph Matching
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Algorithm which had not been tested on a corpus, benefits from the PSMA's testing, by

creating a more finely tuned Graph Matching Algorithm.

Unlike a written text, a parser will not be able to derive a sentence structure for a

spoken language sentence. The presence of disfluency in spoken language is the reason

for phrase struchrre breakage. The PSMA processes (not "deals with") partial parse trees

generated by the parser to detect and remove the disfluent structure present in the

utterance.

This thesis uses two experiments to demonstrate the efficiency of the PSMA to

detect and remove disfluency in speech. Section 5.1 describes the first experiment, in

which the PSMA is triggered after deriving a partially parsed structure for the entire

utterance. Section 5.2 describes the second experiment, in which the PSMA is triggered

whenever disfluency is detected and enough structural (syntactic) information has been

gathered to derive a proper structure.

5.1 Post-Processing of Partially Parsed Structures of a

Sentence

In the post-processing rnethod, the PSMA is triggered after parsing the entire

utterance. Even though, the presence of a disfluency can be detected at the point where

there is a structural breakage, the reparandum onset can be detected in a number of ways.

l. Based on the structural similarity between the alteration and its reparandum.

2. Based on the connection (with respect to syntactic structure) between the corrected

part of the utterance and the initial words of a disfluent sentence.
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The PSMA proceeds in two stages,

1. Based on f,rnding the similarity between the reparandum and its alteration.

2. If there is no sirnilarity, then the connection between the alteration and the initial

parts of the utterance are used to determine a complete sentence structure.

A spoken language utterance is processed in two stages. In the first stage, partially

parsed structures are generated by the HCP. Then the partially parsed structures are

processed by the PSMA to form a complete sentence stnrcture.

5.1.1 Derivation of PaÉial Parse Trees by the HCP

The HCP is an incremental parser, which generate a syntactic structure as each word

is recognized. Due to the presence of disfluencies in speech, a phrase structure breakage

occlrs and the parser continues to parse the rernaining parts of the utterance. The partial

parse tree generated on parsing the initial part "I have a" of the utterance "I have a ... I

have got a picket fence" is shown in Figure 5-1.

In Figure 5-1, there is an incomplete noun phrase (ftrP) formed by the word "a" and

the parser will expect a nominal (NOM) for the NP to become complete. When the parser

receives "I" as the next word, the next incoming structure is a pronoun (PRP). Since there

is no previous expecting PRP node, the parser continues to parse the remaining utterance

"I have got a picket fence". The complete sentence structure generated for "I have got a

picket fence" is shown in Figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-1: Partial parse tree for the initial part (reparandum) "I have a" ofthe utterancc "I have a I
have got a picket fence"

Bracketed Notation

SfNPlFRFllll VF[HIrilrate] NFIFI"[al Núrr,,lt] Il 1
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After parsing the entire utterance, an incomplete sentence structure is formed by the part

of the utterance "I have a", followed by a complete sentence structure formed using the

remaining parts of the utterance "I have got a picket fence". The PSMA is triggered after

parsing the utterance "I have a ...I have got a picket fence". The following infonnation

is derived from the structure of the utterance generated by the parser:

Ëraaketed Notation

SIN F IPR F I I ]l t/FlH V[have] VPiVB P[ got] lt{ P[rT[a]

NOtr,,l[picket fence.]l ll I

Figure 5-2: Partial parse tree for "I have got a pÌcketfence".
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l.

2.

3.

an incomplete sentence strllctllre,

a complete sentence structure, and

the interruption point, where a breakage in the phrase structure takes place.

The PSMA searches for the matching structure r.vith the same label as that of the root

node of the complete sentence structure. When the root node label of the complete and

the incomplete structure match, then the similarity is derived. Finally, the structure

represented by the incomplete sentence structure is replaced by the complete sentence

stmcture. A description of the search process used to detect the span of the reparandum

(i.e. previous matching structure) is given in the next section.

5.1.2 Detection of the Span of the Reparandum

Detection of the span of the reparandun forms the rnajor part of the PSMA. The

portion of the utterance, which the user repeats or corrects, will be detected at this stage.

The basic function of the rnatching process is to take a fully formed complete

sttucture, after the interruption point and check for a matching phrase. A search is made

in the structure before the interruption point for a similar root category.

The user need not repeat the phrase they have uttered. The search for a previous

matching structure might fail, because, the structure of the corrected utterance will be

different. The next phase will be to search for the leftmost open node with the same

category as the fully activated phrase (see Section 5.1.2.2).In this way, the conected part

of the utterance can complete the initial part of the sentence. Levet l27l says that, the

corrected part of the utterance has a structural relation with the initial part of the

utterance. According to Levelt 127), there are three stages in making a self-conection.

In the first stage, the speaker monitors his ov/n speech and intemrpts it
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when he detects an error. In the second stage, editing terms like "uh" and

"um" are uttered by the speaker. In the third stage, the user conects himself and

produces a repair. Levelt says that the correction part of the utterance is structurally

related to the initial parl of the utterance

5.1.2.1 Searching for Previous Matching Structure

In this section, the PSMA detects the span of the reparandum by looking at the

structural similarity between the corrected parl and the initial part of the utterance. A

search is made in each structure preceding the fully activated phrase for a matching root

node category. When a match occurs, then the structural similarity between the detected

structure (i.e. reparandum) and the ftilly activated phrase representing the conected part

of the utterance helps to detect the correct matching structure.

Figure 5-1 represents the reparandum "I have a". Figure 5-2 shows the struchrre

generated on parsing the remaining paft for the utterance "I have got a piclcet fence". In

the post-processing method, a complete struchrre which covers the maximum number of

words from the end of the sentence is taken as the corrected part of the utterance. A

search is made in the initial part of the utterance to detect the span of the reparandum.

Four different networks that are searched by the PSMA are shown in Figure 5-3. The

search starts with the structure formed by the word "a" and its category "DT. The root

label (i.e. DT) does not match with the root node of the sentence structure (S). The next

network created based on the category of the word "a" is chosen. The second network in

Figure 5-3 has NP as its root node label, which does not match with the sentence symbol

i.e. "S". The PSMA then searches for the next higher category based on NP. Since the

noun phrase "NP [DT[a] NOM [ ]]" is part of the verb phrase (VP), the next root node
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that will be searched will be the VP structure. The third netwolk selected is shown in

Figure 5-3. Similarly, the fourth network in Figure 5-3 shows that the next root node that

will be searched will be a sentence structure. The root node label of the selected structure

(i.e. fourth network in Figure 5-3) matches with the root node of the complete sentence

structure after the interruption point. The PSMA will then determine the similarity

between the sentence structlue for the initial part of the utterance "I have a" and final

complete sentence structure for utterance "I have got a picket fence". Figure 5-3

demonstrates the four different networks searched by the PSMA to detect the span of the

reparandum. The fourth diagram in Figure 5-3 illustrates the conect stmcture as chosen

by the PSMA.
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Figure 5-3 shows four different networks that are checked to detect the span of the

reparandum. The fourth network is selected as the root node of the network has a

matching sentence symbol (S). After selecting the network with the same root node

symbol as that of the correction, the networks representing the correction and the

reparandum are traversed to determine the similarities. To check for similarity, a top-

down traversal of the strucfures shown in Figure 5-4 is then done. As the netv/ork is

traversed, the similarity between the nodes at each stage is determined. Two structures

representing the correction and the reparandum are then checked for similarities. In the

utterance "I have a ... I have got a picket fence", there is a similar root node representing

the S.

Figure 5-3: Four different netrvorks searched by the PSMA.
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The graphs representing the reparandum and its alteration are then traversed and

the following similarities are obtained;

Figure 5-4: Structure representing the reparandum and its alteration

Matching
Matching
Matching
Matching

Matching
Matcliing
Matching

No Match

There is a structural similarity between the comected part and the initial part of the

utterance, therefore the final completed structure will replace the initial part of the

utterance.

5.1.2.2 Finding structural connect¡on between the reparandum and the
initial part of the utterance

In a spoken language utterance, the user stafts a sentence, then repeats or modifies

what he started to say. Therefore, Based on Levelt's third claim on self-repair production

127),lhe corected part of the utterance (i.e. alteration) will be a continuation of the initial

part of the utterance. In the utterance "I am still at the parallel with the base", the

complete adjective plu'ase (ADJP) formed by the words "parallel with the base" can

complete the incomplete verb phrase structu¡e formed by the words "am still". The

structural connectivity between the alteration and the initial parl of the utterance helps to

determine the complete sentence structure. Example 5-2 shows an utterance in which the

structural connectivity between the alteration and the initial part of the utterance is useful

to detect the span of the reparandum.

S

NP
PRP
I

VP
HV
have

NP
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Example 5-2

The partial parse tree generated on parsing the entire sentence is shown in Figure 5-5. In

Figure 5-5, the adjective phrase (ADJP) formed by "parallel with the base" has no

structural similarity with its reparandum "at the" which is a preposition phrase (PP). The

final corrected part of the utterance i.e. "parallel with the base" is a continuation of the

initial part of the utterance i.e. "I aln still". The structrual connection between the

alteration and the initial part of the utterance is useful to derive a complete sentence

I arn still at the
Reparandum IP Alteration

structure.
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Figure 5-5: Partial parse tree for the utterance "I am still øt the
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In Figure 5-5, the fully activated ADJP has to be bonded to an open node in the

previous structure. Search is made in the structure formed by the category of the word

"the" and word "at". Since, there is no matching open node, search continues in the

previous structure formed by the category of the word "still". The word "still" is an

adverb (RB) and it is bonded to open node of the VP strucftrre. The VP strllcture, which

is partially activated, recluires a fully activated PP or an ADJP to become fully activated.

Since, the user replaces his words "at the" which is a preposition phrase i.e. "PP" by an

adjective phrase i.e. "ADJP [parallel with the base]", the f,rnal fully activated phrase will

complete the strucfure formed by the initial part of the utterance "I am still".

5.2 Incremental Process¡ng of Spoken Language

The incremental processing method performs correction of disfluent part as soon as

un 
"nor6 

is detected and enough structural (syntactic) information has been gathered to

derive a proper structure. The detection of intermption point in an utterance fonns a

major phase in a spoken language processing system. Even though, a repair is detected at

an early stage by the parser, the post-processing rnethod triggers the PSMA only after

parsing the entire utterance. The presence of a repair also hinders the parsing process and

processing of other repairs within the same utterance. The incremental processing of

spoken language helps to deal with such situations by correcting the repair as soon as

they are detected. Section 5.2.1 shows how the PSMA is triggered in an incremental

fashion.

6 The .rror denotes speech repairs.
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5.2,1 Detection of the lnterruption point and Triggering of the PSMA

Interruption point is the point, at which the user detects the need to repeat or

correct what they have uttered. The intermption point is detected whenever there is a

violation in the parsing process.

Whenever the parser reads a word it generates a syntactic structure based on the

category of the word. After generating a mini-neural network, transfer of activation takes

place within that network. 'When the root node of the generated network is fully activated

the parser will bind its fully activated root node to a previous expecting node.

Another option is to generate further structure and later bind it to previous

expecting node. When there is no binding to the previous expecting node at the word

category level and at the phrase level (i.e. fully activated phrase) the decision about the

presence of phrase structure breakage is made and the PSMA is triggered.

The HCP looks at different possible options while generating a parsed structure

for the inpllt sentence. For a spoken language, disfluents parts can be detected whenever

there is a violation in the parsing process. Therefore the incremental processing method

detects and removes the reparandum as soon as there is a violation in the parsing process.

The incremental processing of the utterance "I I am at the walled city" starts with

generating syntactic structure for the f,rrst word "I". The structure of the first word "I" is

represented in Figure 5-6.
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Since, ftirther structure cannot be generated based on the incomplete sentence structure

(Refer Figure 5-6), the parser reads the next word "I" as input. The syntactic category

based on the category of the \ryord "I" i.e. pronoun (PRP) is selected and the network is

created. The parser then checks for previous expecting node. In Figure 5-7, the fully

activated PRP checks for previous expecting node.

[Ixpecting VÉ]

4---.-

Figure 5-6: Partially parsed structure based on the first word "I".

The fully activated PRP node does not have any previons expecting node. Example 5-3,

demonstrates the PRP as the first category on the right hand side of the grammar rule

selected by the parser.

l1p_É-etins 
vP

Figure 5-7: Partially parsed structure after parsing the utterance "I I".
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Example 5-3

I. NP <_ PRP

The network is generatecl based on the grarìmar rule shown in Example 5-3. The

fully activated NP in Figure 5-8 checks for the previous expecting node. Since, there is

no expecting node the parser assumes the presence of interrirption point and triggers the

PSMA.
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Figure 5-8 shows that the ftilly activated noun phrase has no previons expecting

node and the PSMA is triggered. The PSMA then searches for the suitable matching

structure. The search starts with the network formed by the first word before the

intemrption point. The first network that is searched will be the one formed based on the

category of the first word. In Figure 5-9, the network within the dotted curve is the f,rrst

network searched by the PSMA.
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Tl're presence of irrterrupl.ir.rn p*int is
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Figure 5-8: Detection of interruption point and the PSMA is triggered.
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The root node label (PRP) does not match with the noun phrase structure. The

PSMA will then search in the next network generated based on the category of the word

(Refer Figure 5-10).

Figure 5-9: The first network that is searched by the PSMA.
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The root node symbol of the reparandum and its correction match and the PSMA

then checks for similarity of the structure. The graphs are traversed top-down and

similarity of the nodes at each level is determined.

Matching - NP

Figure 5-10: The noun phrase structure that is searchecl by the PSMA.
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Matching - PRP

Matching - I

Since, there are similarities at the word category level i.e. PRP and at the word

level i.e. "I", the structure formed by the corrected part of the utterance replaces the noun

plilase stmcftrre detected by the PSMA.

When the PSMA does not detect the suitable matching structure, the parser

continues its operation by generating fur1her network. The parser builds a bigger structure

by accepting further input words and later triggering the PSMA. In the utterance "I am I

am going to hit the roundrocks", the interruption point will be detected by the parser after

generating the NP for the third word "I". Since, the reparadum is an incomplete sentence

structure fotmed by words "I" and "am" the PSMA will detect the matching structure i.e.

reparandum only after parsing "I am going". The incomplete sentence stn-rcture created

on parsing the initial parls of the sentence "I am" is shown in Figure 5-11.

in Figure 5-11, the incomplete sentence structure requires a VP as the next input phrase.

The parser reads the next word and generates syntactic structure. The NP formed by the

next word (i.e. "I") cannot be bound to the previous expecting node. The presence of

interruption point is detected as there is no binding to the previous expecting node at the

Figure 5-ll: Incomplete sentence structure created on parsing ,,I âm,'
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word category level (PRP) and at the phrase level (NP). After detecting the interruption

point, the PSMA is triggered. The PSMA then searches for the suitable matching

structure. A generation of syntactic structure based on the third word "I" and detection of

the interuuption point by the parser is shown in Figure 5-12.

Figure 5-12 demonstrates that the NP stnrcture

to the bound to the previous expecting node.

shown in Figure 5-12. The PSMA triggered

structure.

Figure 5-12: Detection of interruption point and triggering of the PSMA.
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Figure 5-13 shows the three different networks, which represents three different

steps followed by the PSMA to detect the suitable matching structure. The PSMA first

checks the network created based on the word "am" and its category (i.e. BEM). In the

second network, the PSMA checks the network based on the word category. The PSMA

then selects the next higher sentence structure which includes the VP because it is a part

of that structure. In the third step, the incomplete sentence structure is selected. Since

there is no matching noun phrase "NP", tlie parser continues to parse the input words and

later tries to find the suitable matching structure.

formed for the word "I" cannot be bound

The intem;ption point detected is also

then sealches for a suitable matching
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A complete sentence structure is created by generating syntactic structure for the words

"I am going". The root node then checks for the previous expecting node with syrnbol

,,srr.

ùtË L-}

Figure 5-13: The PSMA checks the verb phrase structure for similarity.
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Since, there is no previous expecting node with symbol "S", the PSMA looks for

previous matching sentence "S" structure. The steps followed by the PSMA are shown

Figure 5-13. Finally, the PSMA detects the incomplete sentence structure formed by the

Figure 5-14: Triggering of the PSMA after parsing "I am going"
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words "I" and "arr" and the incomplete sentence strLlcture is replaced by the complete

sentence "S" strllcture.

5.3 Summary

In this chapter, the post-processing and the incremental processing method are used

to detect and process disfluencies. In the post-processing method, the PSMA is triggered

after parsing the utterance. Since, the presence of repairs hinders with the parsing process

and processing of othel repairs, the post-processing method cannot be used in utterance

which has many repairs. In the incremental processing method, the PSMA is triggered as

soon as a repair is detected. The incremental process handles utterances with many repair

instances.
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Chapter 6 Experimental Studies

Experimental studies for this thesis started with the selection of a suitable corpus.

Section 6.1 gives a background on different corpuses available in spoken language

followed by a selection of a suitable corpus for testing. The results obtained using the

post-processing and the incremental processing methods are analyzed in Section 6.2.

6.1 Spoken Language Gorpus

A Spoken language colpus contains transcripts of speech collectecl for research

purposes in the field of speech and natnral language processing. There are number of

spoken language corpuses available. Some of the available corpuses are:

o The TRAINS Corpus

o The HCRC Map Task Corpus

r The Air Travel Information Services (ATIS) Corpus

r The Switchboard Telephone Speech Corpus

. TIMIT Corpus

Apart fiom the TIMIT Corpus 1421, all other corpuses contain transcripts of natural

speech, and the data was collected in a simulated environment. The simulated

environment is based on the domain or the topic in which two speakers talk, either over a

telephone or using a microphone. The data collected in a simulated environment can be

used to solve problems with respect to the particular domain and with spoken language in

general. In the next paragraph, I will give a brief overview of these corpuses.

The TRAINS project l22lwas based on developing a planning assistant which uses a

natural language interface. The system was designed to aid the user to construct and
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monitor plans with respect to the assignment and the shipment of goods. TRAINS Dialog

Corpus is a collection of task oriented dialogs between two speakers with one playing the

role as a system. The corpus is collected to give a clear picture of the valious phenomena

that occur in such dialogs.

The HCRC Map Task Corpus [2] consists of transcripts of conversation between two

participants (i.e. the instruction giver and the instruction follower). The instruction giver

has a map with the route marked on it and the follower's map has no route marked on it

(contains only places). The task of the instmction giver is to explain the route, so that the

follower can regenerate the route in his map.

The ATIS spoken language system pilot corpus [19], consists of transcripts of speech

fi'om the ATIS (Air Travel Information System) domain. The corpus was collected in an

environment, in which the user initially introduced the system. Then the user is given a

travel planning scenario. The user queries the system based on the topic given. The user

is then given 5 minutes to plan the details of the scenario and pen and paper to take notes.

A Push to talk mechanism is used in the system and the speech data was collected only

after the marked mouse button was depressed.

The SWITCHBOARD Corpus [4] contains transcripts of 2500 conversations. 500

speakers participated in the collection. The number of speakers involved in this

experiment and the amount of data collected was large enough, which makes this corpus

suitable for speaker identification and speech recognition experiments.

Finally, the TIMIT corpus ftz] is a collection of read speech which is used for the

development of automatic speech recognition system. The speakers who took part in the
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creation of this corpLIS wíIl read l0 phonetically rich sentences which are recorded and

transcribed.

TRAINS, ATIS and the HCRC Map Task Corpuses can be categorized as task

oriented corpuses. Even though the dialogs are restricted to the possible conversation that

takes place in that domain, other features such as discourse and disfluencies are large

enough to stLrdy the characteristic of features in speech and natural language research.

The SWITCHBOARD is a large colpus which has transcripts of conversations on

different topics and is used for different applications such as speaker identification, topic

detection, speech recognition and acoustic phonetic shrdies.

There are other spoken language colpuses such as Santa Barbara Corpus Spoken

American English l3ll, CALLHOME [5] and Monroe Corpus [21]. The Monroe colpus

describes itself as a "complex and large corpus which gives the speakers scope for

demonstrating a variety ways of managing initiative, participating in conversational

games" [21]. Each dialogue of this corpus has duration of 20 min compared to 4.5min for

TRAiNS and 7 rnin for Maptask corpus.

In this thesis, I will use a task oriented corpus. The selected corpus will deal with all

disfluent phenomena (speech repairs in specific) that occur in spontaneous speech. The

selection is therefore limited to TRAINS, Maptask and ATIS corpuses. The TRAINS and

Maptask corpuses are based on natural conversation between humans compared to ATIS

which was developed in a more controlled environment. In this thesis, I will use the

Maptask corpus to work on speech repairs.
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6.2 Results and Analysis

In this section, results obtained using the post-processing methods and the

incremental processing methods are analyzed.

6.2.1 Post-Processing of Partially Parsed Structure for a Sentence

in the Post-Processing method, the processing of disfluent utterance starts only

after parsing the entire utterance. Three different experiments are conducted using the

post-processing method. in the first method, 55 sentences are tested to see how well the

system works. In the second experiment, 70 test sentences are used and only 28 sentences

are corrected properly. As the number of rules used by the systern increases, the parser

accepts disfluent parts of the utterance as a correct phrase. Other problems faced in this

experiment are also discussed. In Experiment 3, the fine tuning of grammar rules and the

modification of the matching algorithm are done to deal with the problems of Experirnent

2. Oul of the 98 test sentences only 42 are corected properly in Experiment 3.

6.2.1.1 Bxperiment I

In experiment l, sentences which have one repair instance are tested. This experiment

is aimed towards testing the basic functionality of the parser. The number of rules used

by the system is limited to cover only those required to generate structures for 55 test

utterances. The matching algorithm is able to detect and correct repairs for 38 utterances.

The remaining 17 sentences are not corrected properly due to the following problems

1 . Use of recursive rules like

a.

b.

VP<_VVP

ADJP ê JJ ADJP
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The use of recursive rules helps to derive a strucftrre for a sentence with disfluencies.

Example 6-1 shows an Lltterance, which is recognized as a proper sentence due to the

use ofrecursive rules.

Examplc 6-l

pass pass below the ghost town

On parsing the utterance in Example 6-1, a complete sentence structure is

generated. Figure 6-l shows the parse tree generated for the utterance "pass pass

below the ghost town". In Figure 6-1, the use of recursive rule (i.e. vp <- v vp)

facilitates the generation of a syntactic stmcture for the worcls "pass pass". The first

word "pass" is detected as a verb (V) ancl the remaining parts of the utterence are

detected as a verb phrase (VP). Bracketed notation, shown in Figure 6-1, is used to

represent the parse tree generated.

G
ï
l";l

I
(vj
T

I

'L-
( r".. )

SpP[V[Pass] VPp[Pass] PPflN[below] NP[the ghost town]llll

Bræket-ad-Jlelatisn

Figure 6-1: Parse tree for the utterance "pass pass belorv the ghost torvn."
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2. There might not be enough similarities between the structures representing the

reparandum and its alteration. The matching algorithm checks for similarities

between the phrase structures. In Figure 6-2, the right hand side structure represents

the couected part of the utterance "do a c so that it is like a backward c" and the

left-hand side structure represents the reparandum parl of the utterance "do the". The

sttucture on the left-hand side and on the right-hand side of Figure 6-2 has the same

root node "S". The categories responsible for the creation of the sentence structure (S)

in the left and in the right structure of Figure 6-2 are different. Similarities between

the struchrres are derived by traversing the structLrre top down. The following

similarity information is derived.

Matching-S(Rootnode)

Matching detail between the nodes after travelsing the edge marked "1".

No Match - S (Leftmost category on the second level of the second structure)

'Graph representing reparandum part of thê
L¡tttranco

Root node

Grêph rÉprèsenlìng corrected. párt of the uttêräno€

I the 'l

Figure 6-2: Graphs representing the reparandum and the corrected part ofthe utterance.
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There are some similarities between the stmcturres apaft from the root node. The structure

representing the reparandum and the corected parl of the utterance are traversed top-

down. The left-most category in the second level of the corrected part of the utterance is a

sentence node (S). In the reparandum, the left-hand side category is a do verb category

i.e. "Do". Therefore, there is no match with respect to symbols in the nodes. Even

though, the left-hand and the righrhand side structure represents the reparandum and the

corrected part of the utterance respectively, the reparandum is not detected due to the lack

of similarities between their structures.

6.2.1.2 Experiment 2

In this experiment, 71 sentences are tested and more grammar rules are added to

accommodate mote input structures. In this experiment, the following results are

obtained.

The number of corrected sentence structures: 28

The number of incorrect structures: 43

The number of correct sentence structures derived in this experiment denotes the

sentence in which the repairs are detected and corrected properly. Out of 43 incorrect

structures, the system is able to detect the point were the intermption has occurred for 12

utterances. The presence of recursive rules is also responsible for the incorrect

interpretation. In this experiment, 9 utterances have incorrect derivations due to the

recursive rules. Remaining, 22 ttterances have incorrect stmctures due to the following

problems

o The detection of incorrect intemrption point

o The presence ofrules which can accept incorrect structures
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In this thesis, the HCP is used to determine all possible derivations for a sentence.

The detection of the interruption point after parsing an utterance is a complicated task. In

an incremental parser, ambiguous situations have to be dealt. Interim derivation can be

understood as a partially parsed structure followed by an interruption point. In this

section (i.e. The Post-Plocessing of Par-tially Parsed Structure) the final completed phlase

is treated as the corrected phrase or the alteration. The major problem at this stage is the

coverage of words from the end of an utterance to form a phrase. There are cases, in

which different coverage can give different interpretations. Example 6-2 shows how an

inconect interpretation can give the wrong results with respect to repair detection and

correction. The utterance in Example 6-2 belongs to the repair category "fresh stafts". In

Example 6-2, the user starts with "I will have to" and then repeats the words "I will" and

finally says the sentence "I will have to kindof change it slightly because I have taken it

on the u/rong side of the cactus thing". In Example 6-2, "Repair" represents the corrected

part of the utterance or the alteration. The words "kind" and "ol' are represented as a

single word, so that the parser recognizes "kind of' as an adverb (RB). In Example 6-2,

the structure created for the words "will I have to kindof change it slightly because I have

taken it on the wrong side of the cactus thing" as a complete sentence structure (i.e.

alteration). The PSMA then detects a sentence structure formed by "will have to I" as the

reparandum. Since the structures don't match, the PSMA will not be able to detect the

suitable rnatching structure.

Example 6-2

Right, I wilf have to I will I will have to kindof change it slightly
because I have taken it on the wrong side of the cactus thing

Reparandum : S lMODlwilllVPIHVIhave] TOIto]NPIPRPtI] I I l
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lÍi-ll have to I

=SISlMoDIwi1I]NPIPRPtI]lVPIvPlMoDIwj-]IIVPIHVIhave]ToltolvPIADVPIRBIkind
ofllVBPIchange]NPIPRPtit]llllADVPIRBIslightly]lllCSIbecause]SINplpRptI]
I vP IVP IVP IHV Ihave] vP IvBP Itaken] NP IPRP tit] I I I PP I IN Ion] Np IDT Irhe] ADJP IJJl
wrongllNoMlNNIside]llllPPIrNlof ]NpIDTIrhe]ADJPIJJIcacrus]INOMINNIrhing]
illill
will f have to kindof chang'e it slightly because I have taken it on the
r.¡rong side of the cactus thing
Matching :S - root node

No Matchlng =S - Ìeftmost node after traversing the repair top-down

The part of the utterance derived as the alteration (i.e. given as "Repair" in

Example 6-2) is not a correct. The sffucture derived as the alteration is one possible

interpretation. Choosing the correct interpretation will solve the problem of detecting the

interruption point in the speech. After detecting the final completed phrase, the search for

a matching strllcture is processed to detect the start of the reparandum. Due to the wrong

interpretation of the alteration (represented as "repair" in Example 6-2); there will not be

a coffect interpretation of the reparandum.

Example 6-3 shows an utterance, in which a repair at the beginning of the

Lltterance hinders the parsing process and the interpretation of the conected part of the

utterance.

Example 6-3

it and it crosses over the the mountain stream and then goes directly south underneath the

dead tree
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Tlre utterance in Example 6-3 has two repair instances. The hrst repair instance belongs

to the category of fresh starts. The first repair instance is in Figure 6-3. The first word "It"

is followed by an interruption point. The second word "and" is used as an editing term

and then the user restates the utterance. Due to the presence of the rule "Np <- Np cc

Np" the disfluent part of the utterance "it and it" is considered as a proper structure.

it and it crosses over
underneath the dead tree

The second repair instance belongs to the category of modif,ication repair. Second

repair instance is shown in Figure 6-4.

the the mountain stream and then goes directly south

it and it crosses over the the mountain stream
underneath the clead tree

Figure 6-3: The first repair instance.

Under modification repair, the speaker does not restate what he started to say but

replaces or repeats a word or phrase. In the second repair instance the word "the" is

repeated. Since, the noun phrase rLrle "Np <- DT NoM" can take only one determiner

"the" into its structure, there is a breakage in the phrase structure. There will be two

structures generated, they are

Figure 6-4: The second repair instance.

1. An incomplete noun phrase based on the word "the"

2. A complete noun phrase based on the words "the mountain stream"

and then goes directly south
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Figure 6-5, shows the incomplete and the complete noun phrase fonned due to the word

"the" and "the mountain stream" respectively. Since, the fully activated noun phrase

cannot be bound to a previons expecting node, a breakage in phrase st¡ucture occurs.

On parsing the remaining parts of the utterance in Example 6-3 (i.e. "and then goes south

directly under the dead tree"), a complete nonn phrase will not be generated. Instead,

there will be a stntctttre formed due to the word "and" and a verb phrase formed due to

the words "then goes south directly under the dead tree". Figure 6-6 shows the partial

parse free for "the the mor.lntain stream and then goes directly south the clead tree". Thus,

the final completed verb phrase cannot be taken as the corrected part or the alteration of

the utterance.

Figure 6-5: Partially parsed structure for "the the mountain stream',.

t
I
I

Irrtarruption ooint
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Figure 6-6: Partial parse tree for "the the mountain stream and then goes directly south the dead
tree"

Solving repairs at an early stage will resolve problems of incorrect interpretation

of the alteration.

6.2.1.3 Experiment 3

98 test sentences are used in this experiment. In Experiment 2 and Experiment 3,

the graphs are fraversed top-down and their similarity helps to derive the sffucture

representing the reparandum. The post-processing method takes the phrase which covers

maximum number of words ÍÌom the end of the sentence as the corrected part of the

utterance. Therefore, in the utterance shown in Example 6-4, "do a c so that it is like a

backward c" is the corrected part of the utterance.

Example 6-4

Do the Do a c so that it is like a backward c

t
I

1

lntcrruption point

I tit' )\./

î
Then goes south dircctly under lhe dcad trcc

The partial parse tree derived for the utterance "do the do a c so that it is like a

backward c" is shown in Figure 6-7. The sentence structure "S" derived for "do a c so

that it is like a baclcward c" represents the corrected part of the utterance. The incomplete

sentence structure (S) formed for the words "do the" has to be the reparandum, but, the
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PSMA rejects it as their structure does not have any sirnilarities. The graphs in Figure 6-7

are traversed top-down. The dotted lines in the graph represent the traversing path and the

number represents the sequence in which the edges are traversed. The root nodes of both

structures are similar. The matching root node is

Matching - S

Then, the first path in both graphs is traversed. in the corrected part of the utterance there

is a node with the symbol "S". In the reparandum, there is a node with the symbol "DO".

Therefore, we have

No Matching - S

The node with symbol "S", after traversing the first path, does not have a suitable

matching node. Therefore, the detected structure on the left-hand side of Figure 6-7

cannot be taken as the reparandum.

Graph representlng reparandum part of the
uttorancc

/t\/ o \ -{--- Root node

Graph represent¡ng corrêctêd part ofthe uttËr¿nrè

Figure 6-7: Partial parse tree for "do the do a c so that it is like a backward c"

*-- -
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In this experiment, the decision about the similarity between the reparandum and

its correction is made by checking their root node symbol alone. In Figure 6-7, the left-

hand side structure is taken as the reparandum, because they have the same root node

label i.e. "S".

The input sentences used in this experiment were taken fi'om transcripts of a

dialogue corpus. The sentences that are collected were characterized by the presence of

extra materials like affitmatives, interjections, and filled pauses at the beginning of the

sentence. These extra materials occur as the speaker tries to respond to the other

speaker's statement. Therefore, the extra materials are removed before giving these

sentences to the system. After giving all the input sentences to the system, the following

statistics are received.

No of correct sentences: 42

No of incorrect sentence strucfure: 56

6.2.2 lncremental Processing of Spoken Language

Experiment I show positive results with respect to the detection and the

correction of repairs. Later experiments (i.e. Experiment 2 and Experiment 3) provided

only 40o/o results. The post-processing method can provide a positive result if the

utterances are small and have only one repair instance in it. Moreover, it is difficult to

detect the exact stmcture representing the repair and its corection for a large utterance.

In this section, an incremental way is followed to process repairs. Once, a repair is

detected, the processing of speech repairs takes place immediately after sufficient

infotmation about its corection is gathered. Experiment 4 and Experiment 5 show the

results obtained using the incremental processing method.
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6.2.2.1 Experiment 4

Incremental processing of speech repairs is tested with spoken language

sentences. In this experiment, 95 test sentences are used and the following statistics are

derived.

No of correct ouþut structures: 52

No of inconect structure: 43

Incorrect structures are derived due to the following reasons,

1. As the number of rules used by the parser increases, the parser will have the capacity

to generate a structure for disfluent parts in the sentence. I 1 incorrect structures are

derived due to the use of rules which can help the parser to accept disfluent structures.

In Example 6-5, bracketed notation of the structure generated for the utterance "that is

that is con'ect, and go below the diamond mine" is shown. In the utterance shown in

Example 6-5, the user starts with "that is" and then repeats "that is". Even though,

there is repetition, the rule "vp <- vBp s" can accept this disfluent structure. The

output stmcture shown in Example 6-5 is one possible interpretation of the utterance

(and not the correct one). It is tricky to get the correct interpretation using only

syntactic information.

Example 6-5

thatPd is
OUTPT]T: : :

sINPIPDIrharPd] lvPtvPIvBPIis]sINPIPDIrharPd] lvPlvBPIis]ADJpIJJIcorre
ctlllllCCIand]vPIVBPlgo]PPIINIbelow]NPIDrIthe]ADJPIJJIdj-amond] lNoMIN

Nlmlne]llllll
thatPd is thatPd is correct and go below the diamond mine

thatPd is correct , and go below the diamond mine
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Z. The use of recursive rules also has the ability to accept incorrect phrases. The number

of incorect stntctures derived due to the use of recursive rules is 2. in Example 6-6,

the ouþut sentence is the same as the input sentence. The use of the recursive rule

"vP <- Do vp" causes the incorrect parts ofthe utterance "dont dont" to be accepted

as the correct structure.

Example 6-6

dont ... dont cross the river at thatDt point
OUTPUT :::
VP I DO I dont ] VP I DO Idont ] vP IVBP I cross ] NP I DT I the ] NOM I NN I river] I I PP I IN

Iar]NPIDTIrharDr]NOMINNIpoinr] I I I I I l

dont dont cross the river at thatDt point

Figure 6-8 shows the structure generated for the utterance "don't don't cross

the river at that point" In Figure 6-8, the structllre generated for the cor¡ected part of

the utterance is show within a dashed circle.

{cal-r
1

II
I rlcrl I

i

I

\

Figure 6-8: Partial parse tree for the utterance "don't don't cross the river at that point"
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3. Due to the different possible interpretations of a phrase, choosing a possible syntactic

structure and detection of the interruption point in speech becomes a tricky task. In

Experiment 4, 74 ttterances have wrong interpretations for the corected part of the

utterance (alteration). Example 6-7 gives an example for the inconect interpretation

of the comected part of the utterance. In Example 6-7, "got I have got a great

viewpoint above the tree just below the eastlake" as the corrected part of the utterance

instead of "I have a great viewpoint above the tree just below the eastlake". After

detecting the partially parsed sü"Lrcture for the corrected part of the utterance, the

PSMA searches for a suitable matching stmcture. Since there is no matching

structure, the second part of the output represents paltially parsed sírcftrre for the

word "have" and word "I".

Example 6-7

I have got , oh , I have got a qreat vlewpoint eh above

the tree eh justQl bel-ow the eastlake
OUTPUT :::
VPIvBP[9ot]SINPIPRPtI]lvPlHVIhave]VBPIgot]NPlDrIa]ADJPIJJIgreat]INOM

INNlvlewpoint]llPPlINIabove]NPIDTIthe]NoMINNItree]lllPPIQLljustQl]IN
Ibelow]NPIDTIthe]NoMINNIeast]akel I I I I I l

got I hawe got a great wiewpoint above the tree justQl beJ.ow the
eastlake
OUTPUT : ::
HV Ihave ]

have

OUTPUT :::
PRPII]

I
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As described in Example 6-5 and Example 6-6, it is quite tricky to detect the exact

interruption point in the utterance. In this thesis, the corrected part is derived by

taking the phrase, which covers the maximum number of words from the end of the

utterance. Moreover, I haven't looked at different possible interpretations and choose

the best one; which can give a better result with respect to choosing the comect

interruption point. Even though the corect intermption point is detected for an

utterance, there are cases, in which an incorrect matching structure (i.e. reparandum)

is detected. There are 11 utterances which fall under this category. In Example 6-8,

the PSMA is triggered after parsing the initial part of the utterance, "don't go don't

go". The verb phrase formed for the third and the fourth word (i.e. "don't go")

searches for a matching verb phrase. The verb phrase which is formed for the third

ancl the fourth word is represented in Example 6-8 as follows.

Repair :VP I DO Idont] VP IVBP lqoì I J

The search for the previous matching structure or the reparandum is performed by

looking for a matching verb phrase structure. The verb phrase which is formed for the

second word i.e. "go" is selected as the matching phrase. The verb phrase which is

formed based on the word "go" is represented in Example 6-8 as follows.

Reparandum = VP IVBP Iqo] l
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Since, the root node of the structures is the same i.e. "VP", the overlapping of parse

trees takes place. The output of the integrated system is represented in Example 6-8

âS,

OUTPUT :::

VP I DO I dont ] VP I DO I dont ] VP IVBP I go] ADJP I JJ I any] JJR I further I CS I than ]

NP IDT Ithe]NoMINN Idesert] I I I I I l

dont dont go any further than the desert

Example 6-8:

dont go dont go any further than the desert

Reparandum : VP IVBP Igo] l

Matching Root : VP

Repair :VPIDOldont]VPIVBPtSo] I l

Matching :YP

No Matching =DO

OUTPUT ::: Overfapping Parse Trees :::VPIDOIdont]VPlVBPtqol I J

dont gro

OUTPUT :::
VPIDOIdont]VPIDOIdont]VPIVBPIgo]ADJPIJJIany]JJRlfurtherlCSIthan]NPID
T Ithe]NoMINN Idesert] I I I I I l

dont dont go any further than the desert

5. When the cor¡ected part of the user's utterance does not have the same strlrcture as

the reparandum, the PSMA will not be able to detect the reparandum. In Figure 6-9,

the incomplete preposition phrase wliich is formed by the ïvorcls "at the" is followed

by an adjective phrase (ADJP) which is formed for "parallel with the base". The PP is

followed by a complete ADJP. Since, there is no match with respect to the root node

category; the PSMA fails to find a suitable match. The output of the PSMA is given

in Example 6-9.
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FÌeparandum

Figure 6-9: Partial parse tree for "I am still at the parallel rvith the base"

Example 6-9 gives the bracketed notation of the partial parse tree shown in Figure

6-9. In Example 6-9 only complete structures are represented as output. The complete

adjective phrase (ADJP) which is formed by "parallel with the base" is first

represented as follows.

OUTPUT :::
ADJPIJJIparalle]l PP IIN IwiLh]NPlDr Ithe]NoMINN Ibase] I I I l
paral-J-el with the base

Since, all other phrases are incomplete, only complete stmctures fonned by the words

and their categories are printed.
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Example 6-9

T am still at the ... parallel with the base

OUTPUT :::
ADJP IJJIparalle]l PP tIN Iwith]NP IDT Ithe]NoMINN Ibase] I I I l
parallel with the base

OUTPUT :::
DTIthe]

the

OUTPUT :::
rN Iar]
at
OUTPUT :::
RB Isti]ll
stil-l
OUTPUT :::
BEM I am]

am

ATITDTIT

PRP[1]

I

6.2.2.2 Experiment 5

In this Experiment, 5 different test conditions are hypothesized. At least one of

the conditions has to be satisfied before detecting the structure representing the

reparandum. The repetition of words is detected and removed as the \ /ords are read from

left to right.

Condition I

The repetitions of words are deleted before parsing the utterance. As the word is

read by the parser, the parser checks whether the cunent word is a repetition of the

previolls word. If there is a repetition, then the current word is deleted.
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Condition 2

Even though the intemrption point is correctly cletected by the system, the

detection and the removal of the correct structure representing the reparandum is

necessary to derive a sentence structure. In Experiment 4, the structure representing the

reparandum is detectecl by taking the structure which has the sarre root node label as íts

correction. in the utterance "don't go don't go below the wooden pole", the verb phrase

formed by the f,rrst two words represents the reparandum and the next two word "don't

go" forms the alteration. In Experiment 4 the PSMA searches for the previous matching

structtre by checking only the root node label. The verb phrase formed for the seconcl

worcl "go" is selected as the reparandum. Figure 6-10, shows the partially parsed

structllre for "don't go don't go" and the verb phrase selected as the reparandum.

VP

i

/\
['¡p]\ .,'1 ,/ --r-ifr" "''

V'P

I
t

t
I

\

I \,
T1

--{
loolI
[ 0"", )VBF I

I

¡

\
Selectlng thê t¡rst rnatehing verb phra e

strucüurÊ

Figure 6-10: Partial parse tree for "don't go don't go"
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Looking only at the root node label resulted in the detection of an incorect structure. In

this experiment, the detection of the reparandum is accomplished by looking at the

structural similarity of the reparandum and its corections. Traversing the reparandum

and its correction shown in Figure 6-10 will give the following similarity details.

Matching Root : VP

No Matching : DO

Since, there is not any similarity the PSMA r,vill look for next rnatching structr-rre. The

verb phrase formed for the first two words "don't go" is selected as the reparandum. The

detected verb phrase structure fonned for the first two words is shown in Figure 6-11.

The sequence, in which the structures are traversed, to derive sirnilarity infonnation, is

shown in Figure 6-11. The graphs are similar because they have,

Matching - VP

Matching - DO

Matching - dont

Matching - VP

Matching - VBP

Matching- go
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Condition 3

When Condition 2 did not satisfu then this condition is checked. In condition 3, if

the partially activated structure (representing the reprandum) is followed by a fully

activated structure (representing its correction) and both stmctures have the same root

node label, then they are represented as similar struchrres. When a partially activated

structu¡e is followed by a fully activated strucflrre, the structure representing the

reparandum is replaced by its correction. In Example 6-10, NP has no structural

similarity but the partially activated NP is followed by a fully activated NP. Overlapping

of the NP structure will then takes place.

Example 6-10

Reparandum = ttpIPPGIyour] l-partlally activated NP
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Correction :NP IDT Ithe] NOM INN tleft] I I - fully activated NP

Condition 4

Whenever a user reframes their utterance, they modify the utterance by either

adding extra words to the initial parts of the utterance. The structlrre of the reparandum

and its correction need not be the same. However there will be some similarities between

the structr,rre representing the reparandum and its correction. In Figure 6-12, the

reparandum "below the" which is a preposition phrase is replaced by a verb phrase i.e.

VP fgo below the wooden pole]. The PSMA will fail to find the matching stnrcture with

the root node label VP.

Þifferent root node label
,Ã'

/ \--tr

Since, the reparandum is repeated by adding an extra word "go", it is difficult to detect

the exact strllctlrre representing the reparandum. If the stmcture representing the

reparandum is not detected then Condition 4 is checked, where the stmcture representing

Figure 6-12: No matching verb phrase structure
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the reparandum can be within the structure of its correction. In Figure 6-12, the correction

is formed by a verb phrase structure. Since, there is no structural similarity between the

reparandum and its conection, the next phase is to check whether the preposition phrase

within the verb phrase (i.e. structure of the alteration) has similarities with the initial part

of the part of the utterance. If there are similarities, then overlapping of pafiially parsed

struchlres takes place. Figure 6-13 shows the similarity between the preposition phrases.

The sequence, in which the netwolk is traversed, is also in Figure 6-13.

Similår struötutËs
./\

Í\,F\

lhr

.t

3

1*

Condition 5

In the incremental method, the repairs are corrected whenever an error is

detected. Sometimes it is difficult to detect the presence of a repair without processing

the entire sentence. After parsing the sentence, the structure of the sentence is derived

from the end of the sentence. When the structure derived does not cover the entire

sentence, the PSMA is triggered at the point where the repair is detected. In Example
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6-ll, a few words like "far", "*uy",'Jllst" and "up" have tags added to them. These

words are categorized as ambiguous words that can have more than different syntactic

categories depending on the context. In this sentence, the word "far" and "way" are used

as qualifiers. Therefore, these words have "QL" tags added to the end of the word. I¡

Example 6-ll, the presence of a repair is not detected afterparsing the word "wayQl".

After parsing the entire utterance, the parser is able to derive a preposition phrase for the

paft of the utterance "wayQl over on the righthand side about justQl upRp from the

middle of the map". Then the PSMA searches for the previous matching preposition

phrase. An Incomplete preposition phrase formed by the third word "farQl" is taken as

the reparandum. After overlapping the partially parsed stLncture, the complete sentence

structure is forrned for "it is wayQl over on the righthand side about justQl upRp fi-om the

middle of the map".

Example 6-11

it is farQl . .. wayQl over on the righthand side about justeÌ upRp from
the middle of the map

Reparandum : PPIQLIfarQl] l

Repai- r :3

Matching :PP

Matchi-ng :QL

No Matching :wayQl

OUTPUT :: : Overlapping Parse Trees

:::PPIQLIwayQl]RPIover]PPlrNlonlNPINPINpIDTIrhe]ADJPIJ.][righrhand] lNoMI
NNIside]llPPIRPIabout]PPIQLIjustQl]RPtupRplppIrNlfrom]NpIDTIrhe]NoMtNNt
middlel I I I I I I PP[]NIof]NPIDrIthe]NoMlNNtmapl I I I I I l
wayQl over on the righthand side about justel upRp from the middle of
the map
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OUTPUT :::
SINPIPRPIit]lVPlVBPlislPPIQLIwayQÌ]RPloverlPPIINIon]NPINPINPIDTIthe]ADJ
PIJJIríghthand] lNoMINNIside]llPPtRPIabout]PPIQLIjustQl]RPIupRp]PPIINIfr
omlNPIDTIthe]NoMlNNlmidd]elllllllPP[]NloflNPIDTIthe]NoMINN[map] llllllll
it is wayQl over on the righthand side about justQl upRp from the
middle of the map

After all the test conditions are integrated into the matching algorithm, the following

statistics are obtained.

No of input sentence: 95

No of correct oLltput structures: 60

No of incorrect structlrre: 35

In this experiment, the graph matching algorithm is fine-tuned to detect the

coffected part of the utterance that have to be removed. Even though, there are 35

incorrect structures (i.e. input Lltterance for which the lepairs are incorrectly detected),

there are different categories of repairs under which these incorect structures fall. Only 9

out of 35 incorrect structures are derived due to the detection of a wrong reparandum

stalt. Only 9 incomect structures means that the PSMA can detect the accurate structure

that represents the reparandum sïart. 22 out of 35 incorrect structures are due to rules

which can generate proper structure for the disfluent parts of an utterance. 4 incorrect

stn-lctures are due to improper detection of the intenuption point. The test data, the

matching process to detect the reparandum, and the final structure derived are given in

Appendix.
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6.2.3 Discussion and Evaluation

Detection of the interruption point in speech and the correction of the speech

repair forms a major phase in any spoken langnage processing system. In this thesis, the

HCP is integrated with the PSMA to detect and correct repairs in speech. The PSMA

detects the span of the reparandum and perfonns the repair correction. Two different

processing rnethods have been implemented in this thesis. The post-processing rnethod is

found to be useful for utterances with one or two repair instances. The incremental

processing method provides more prolllising results for utterances with many repair

instances. The incremental processing method detects and corrects repairs in speech as

soon as they are recognized. Precision and recall are the two different metrics to evaluate

the speech repair detection and the correction algorithm [10], [5], [33].

The value of precision is calculated using the formula,

Precision is calculated using the formula: Tp /(Tp + Fp), Where

True positive (Tp) Total number of repairs that are detected as repairs.

False positive (Fp) Total number of false repairs that are wrongly detected as repairs.

Recall is calculated using the formula: Tp/(Tp + Fn), where

False Negative (Fn) Total number of repairs that are not detected as repairs.

The value of the precision and recall are calculated based on the mistakes made by the

detection and the conection algorithm. Work of Bear et al., [3], Core [10], Heeman and

Allen [15], Nakatani and Hirschberg [33] use speech transcripts which contains both

conect and incomect utterances. They measure the value of precision with respect to the

false positives. In this thesis, all utterances selected fi'om the corpus will have at least one

disfluent part in it. Therefore, the value of precision is not calculated. Even though the
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post-processing method is used to process repairs in speech, the method did not prove to

be useful for utterances with many repair instancesT in it. The results from the post-

processing method are not compared with other works on speech repair detection and

correction [10], [2], l15l and [33]. The incremental processing method is able to detect

89 ont of 120 repairs with a recall rate of 73.5%. The PSMA is able to correct 80 out of

the 89 repairs detected.

Core ll0], use separate speech repair detection and conection algorithm. The

parser performs speech repair detection after every word. Moreover, the detection

algorithm also determines the type of the repair (fresh starts or modirtcaüon repair).The

reparandum is detected by performing a word matching process between a possible

reparandum and its correction. The speech repair detection algorithm is able to detect 211

repairs out of 495 with a recall rate of 42.63%. Out of lhe 2I1 repairs, the conect

reparandum start is detectecl for 165 utterances. The correction algorithm is modified to

include POSs rnatching. The system is tested with a different set of the TRAINS dialog.

Tlre system is able to detect 237 out of the 521 repairs and correct 183 of the detected

repairse. Using only word match information, 187 repairs are coffected properly.

In the second part of Core's work, he proves that the parser can help to identify

repairs in speech. In the second experiment, the outpnt of Heeman and Allen's [16] pre-

parser speech repair identifierlO is given as input the parser. The output of the pre-parser

7 Repair instance refer to the points where disfluency occur (interruption point in speech repair).

t POS repr"sent part ofspeech tag or word categories.

e In this experiment, both word and pos similarity is used to detect the start of the reparandum.

'u Pre-parser identifier is a classification given to the speech repair identification system, where the repairs

are detected and corrected at the speech recognition phase.
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identifier represents 100 possible hypotheses. The hypothesis is based on possible speech

repairs, parl of speech for the words. Heeman and Allen's system will select the best out

of the possible 100 cases. Core's parser will process each of the hypotheses and select the

best one based on the parser's coverage on the maximum number of words. Out of the

three experiments performed based on finding the best hypothesis, I mention only the

resnlt of Experiment 3. Experiment I and Experiment 2 faced with a major problem of

grammar coverage. In Experiment 3, a small amount of test data is used and with the goal

to receive a 100% recall rate. Oú 127 repairs, 90 repairs are conectly guessed in Heeman

and Allen's method. Core's parser detects 98 repairs with a recall rate of 71 .17%.

The second part of Core's [10] work showed that the parser can help in speech

repair detection, which is used as a motivation in my current work on speech repair

detection. Due to the presence of disfluency in speech, a breakage in the phrase

structureil occ.trs. The breakage is used as the clue to trigger the PSMA. The PSMA

checks similarity in phrase structure and detects the reparandum if there is a repair. Using

this method, repairs are correctly detected in 60 out of 95 input utterances.

Heeman and Allen 115] have worked on the speech repair detection and the

correction algorithm as part of the speech recognition system. The speech repair detection

module is based on finding the probabilistic distribution between the words and their

categories (POS tags).Since, the distribution for the words and its tags are different with

ll Incremental parser generates syntactic structure as each word is recognized. From the second word to the

last word in an utterance, the parser (HCP) generates structures and tries to bind to the previous expecting

node. If there is no expecting node, then this situation is taken as the pluase struchlre breakage. This

situation need not sufficiently depict the presence of repair. Tlie PSMA will check fo¡ the repair and

perfonn correction ifan error has occurred.
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respect to speech repairs, speech repairs are detected based on the difference in the

probability distribution. Apart fi'om detecting the intenuption point of speech, the repair

detection module also detects the type of the repair i.e. fresh starts, modification repair or

abridged repair. The speech repair correction module works by finding the reparandum

onset that best predicts the onset of its alteration. Other sources of information that help

in repair detection are speech repair correction, intonational phrasing, and pauses. Using

this rnodel Heeman and Allen are able to detect and conect repairs with a recall rate of

65 .85% and with an errol rate of 56 .88%.

Bear et al., [3] have analyzed the use of different knowledge sources such as the

pattern matching of words, local and global syntax and semantics, acoustic clle to detect

repaits in speech. Their pattern matching module looked at similar words separated by

one or two intervening words as well as simple syntactic similarity. Out of 406 repairs,

309 are detected and 177 of the detected repairs are conected properly. Aparl from the

pattern matching method, they show that the parser can detect the presence of a repair. A

subset of 335 sentences with 179 containing repairs and 176 false positives are used as

input to the parser. If a parser generates proper shucture for a sentence, then the sentence

is classified as false positive. When the parser fails to generate a proper structure then the

pattem matcher is used to detect the exact repair. Using slmtactic and semantic

information , 85o/o of the repair and 80% of the false positive are detected.

Dowding et al., [2] in their work on spoken language use a parser to generate

syntactic structure for the input. When the parser fails, then the correction algorithm

based on pattern matching technique is used. Out of 26 repairs used as test data, the

system is able to detect I I repairs and correct 8 out ofthe 1 I repairs.
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The work of Core [10], Heeman and Allen [15], Bear et al., [3] and Dowding et

al., lI2l have described different knowledge sources used to detect and conect repairs.

Comparing with these works on spoken language processing, the results of the

incremental processing method are more promising. The following table summarizes the

recallratesobtained usingtheworkofCore[0],HeemanandAllen[15],Bearetal.[3]

and Dowding et al. [12].

Repair
Detection
Repair
Correction

Incremental
Method
IHCP+PSMA)

The incremental processing method detected 89 out of I2l repairs with a recall

rate of 73.5%. The PSMA is able to correct 80 out of 89 repairs. In this work, only

syntactic information is used to detect and correct repairs in speech. The phrase structure

breakage is used as vital information to detect repairs in speech which is not used in other

methods [0], [5], [3] and [12]. Moreover, due to the use of incremental parser, the

phrase structure breakage is detected as words are parsed incrementally and the PSMA

confirms the presence of a repair by looking at the similarity between the partially parsed

structures. The PSMA looks at the sirnilarity between the partially parsed structures. The

phrase level and the word category level are taken into consideration to correct repairs.

Phrase structure matching is an important knowledge source, which is not considered in

other methods [0], [15], [3] and [12].

73.5%

Core's
Work

66.66%

Table 6-l: Summarizing recall rates of different methods.

42.63%

Heeman
and Allen

32.93%

76.1%

Bear et al.

65.85%

Dowding et
al.

76%

44%

42%

3t%
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Chapter 7

In this thesis, a ne\.v syntactic way to process spoken language sentences with repairs

is discussed. The enhancement of the existing HCP (Hybrid Connectionist Parser) forms

a major contribution in this thesis. The incremental nature of the HCP helps in generating

syntactic structures for words as soon as they are recognized. Temporary bindings are

incorporated into the HCP to represent at all possible derivations in parallel. On parsing

written text, all possible parse tree will be derived based on the given grammar rules.

Spoken language sentence are characterizedby the presence of disfluencies such as

"ums", "uhs", pauses, interjections, repetitions, and corrections. Explicit repairs snch as

"Lrms", "Llhs", pauses and interjections are relnoved as the parser start to generate

stntctures for words. If a word given to the parser is a pause or "Llm" or "uh" then the

worcl is skipped. Spoken language processing forms the second rnajor part of this thesis.

To process sentences with repairs, the PSMA is developed. The PSMA deals with labeled

graphs to detect the structure which has to be removed. The HCP is integrated with the

PSMA to detect and correct repairs using only syntactic infonnation of a sentence. All

possible structure generated by the incremental parser (HCP) is used by the PSMA to find

the suitable structure which is repeated or corrected. There are two stages in the spoken

language processing module. In the first stage, the repair present in the sentence is

detectecl. In the next stage, the PSMA uses this infonnation to detect the structure which

is repeated or modified.

Gonclusion and Future Directions

To test the eff,rciency of the system, the post-processing and the incremental

processing methods have been used. In the post-processing method, the PSMA is

triggered only after the parser generates partially parsed structures for the words in the
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sentence. 3 different experiments were conducted using the post-processing method. The

first experiment is conducted using only selected sentences with only one or two repair

instance. Repairs in speech are detected and corrected for 38 sentences from a total of 55

sentences. Even though this experiment showed a positive result with respect to repair

detection and correction, Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 did not give high results when

tested with wide range of input sentences. One of the major problems with this post-

processing method is detection of intermption point. In the post-processing method, final

fully activated structure is taken as the corrected part of the user's sentence. Based on the

result of Experiment l, smaller sentence with few repairs gave positive results. As the

number of repair instances present in a sentence increases, the presence of a repair at the

staft of the utterance hindels the generation of parse trees for later palt of the sentence.

Incremental processing of spoken language helps to detect and correct a repair as

soon as the repair is recognized and enough infomation to correct the repair has been

gathered. Using this method, 60 out of 95 sentences are corrected properly. 22 ouT of 35

incorrect output sentences are due to rules which can accept disfluent structures as proper

structures.

7.1 Future Directions

The current work on spoken language processing provided more promising results

with respect to speecli repair detection and correction. The incremental processing

metlrod detected 89 out of l2I repairs with a recall rate of 73.5Yo.

Using the incremental processing method, the repairs are coffected as soon as they

are detected. Due to different possible interpretation of the input stmcture, the incorrect

interruption point is detected. Example 6-7 gives an example for the incorrect
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interpretation of the corrected part of the utterance. In Example 6-7, "got I have got a

great viewpoint above the tree just below the eastlake" is derived as the corrected part of

the utterance instead of "I have a great viewpoint above the tree just below the eastlake".

After detecting the partially parsed structure for the corrected part of the utterance, the

PSMA searches for a suitable matching structure. Since there is no matching stmcture,

the second part of the output represents partially parsed stmcture for the word "have" and

word "I".

Example 7-1

I have 9ot , oh , I have got a great viewpolnt eh above
the tree eh justQJ- bel,ow the eastl-ake
OUTPUT :::
vPIvBPIgot]slNPIPRPlr]lvpIHVIhave]vBpIgor]NptDTIa]ADJPIJJIgrear]lNoM

INNIviewpoint]llPPIrNlabove]NptDTlrhelNoMINNIrree]lllppIeLtjusre]lrN
Ibe]"owlNPIDrIthe]NoMINNIeasttake] I I I I I l
got r hawe got a gireat viewpoint abowe the tree justel berow Èhe

east].ake

OUTPUT :::
HV I have l

have

OUTPUT :::
PRP[]l

I

In Example 6-7 , the presence of a repair is detected. Due to the detection of incorrect

interruption point, the PSMA did not f,ind a suitable matching structure. Looking at

different possible interpretation of the alteration and ranking diffe¡ent interpretation can

help detect the correct output. Another possible interpretation of the alteration in

Example 6-7 is
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Àl-teration:

SINPIPRPII]lvPIHVIhave]VBPlgotlNPIDTIa]ADJPIJJIgreat]lNoMINNIvj"ewpoi

ntlllPPllNlabovelNPlDTIthe]NOMINNItree]lllPPIQLIjustQl]INIbelow]NPlDTtt

helNOMlNNIeastlake] I I I I l

f have got a great viewpoint. abowe the tree justQl below the eastlake

The PSMA will then search for a suitable rnatching strllcture. The structure

formed for the words "I got" will be detected as the reparandllm. The structure of the

reparandum is represented as

Reparandum:

S tNP IPRP II ] I vP [vBP Isot ] l

ï got

The stntcture of the reparanclum of its alteration will have the following similarities.

Matching-S-rootnode

Matching - NP

Matching - PRP - word category

Matching-I-firstword

Matching - VP

No Match - VBP

As, there are similarities between the structure formed by the reparandum and its

alteration, the corresponding structural interpretation of the alteration will be taken and

the correct interpretation.

Grammar rules also play a major role in any robust parsing system. Certain mles

can help generate stntctures for disfluent parts of an utterance. Further work on the fine-

tLrning of the rules should improve the repair detection capabìlity of the parser. Out of all

the mles used in this gramrnar, the verb phrase rules are the rnost complicated ones. The
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verb phrase rules take a head verb, which is followed by othel categories. A head verb

can be followed by a noun phrase (ftrP) constituent (i.e. vp <- v r.re) or a preposition

phrase (i.e. vr <- v ee) constituent. These constifuents that follow the verb are callecl as

compliments. Jurafsky and Martin [23] explain the ways, in which the verb can be sub-

categorized based on the compliments it takes. A verb like "want" can take a noun phrase

(NP) cornpliment or an infinite verb phrase (inf-VP) compliment. Exarnple 7-2 shows

different compliments the verb "warìt" can take.

Example 7-2

1. want a book (verb with a NP-compliment (tlie book))

2. want to go to Toronto (verb with inf-VP compliment (to go))

Two different verb phrase structures can be derived based on the verb "want" are,

1. VP <- V NP

2. VP <- V VP

3. VP <- TO VP

Example 7-3 shows different compliments the verb "fly" can take.

Example 7-3

1. to fly to Toronto ( verb with preposition phrase compliment (to Tolonto))

The mle derived based on the verb "fly" is,
1. VP <- V PP

After generalizalton of the verb phrase rules, we have

VP<-VNP

VP<-VVP

VP(-TOVP

VP<-VPP

A verb phrase rule can have only the head verb.
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VP<-V

If a user queries the system with "I fly want to fly to Toronto". The user starts

with the word "fly" then refi'ames his query and say "want to fly to Toronto". Based on

the generalized set of verb phrase rules, a parser cannot detect the interruption point in

the utterance. Complete verb phrase structure formed for "fly v/ant to fly to Toronto" is

shown in Figure 7-1.

If the verb is sub-categorized based on the compliments it can take, the

interruption point can be detected. The set of verb phrase rules derived based on sub-

categorization of verbs are,

vP ê V-fly PP

VP <- V-want INF-VP

VP <- V-want NP
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The verb phrase structure formed for "fly want to fly to Toronto" using the set of rules

derived after the verb sub-categorization is shown in Figure 7-2. Since the verb "fly"

takes only a PP compliment, the pluase breakage occurs after the first occurence of the

word "fly". The interruption point is detected after the word "fly". The complete VP

strucfltre that follows the intenuption point represents the alteration. The incomplete VP

structure represents the reparandum. Since, an incomplete VP is followed by a complete

verb phrase, overlapping of partially parsed structures takes place.

Å

I

lnterruption Point

In summary looking at different possible interpretation of the alteration and use of

verb sub-categorizalion can be used to fine tune the integrated system for spoken

language processing.

Figure 7-2:, Yerb phrase structure after verb sub-categorization.

lo-
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Appendix -1

In the incremental method, the PSMA is triggered as soon as a disfluency is

detected by the parser. 95 test utterances were used to test the integrated system. The f,rrst

60 sentences in the appendix have correct output structures generated by the integratecl

system. In these sentences disfluencies were detected and corrected properly. The

remaining 35 sentences in the appendix have incorrect output stmctures generated by the

integrated system.

These sentences are listed below, each followed by the respective output

stntcture as generated by the parser, and a corrected version of the sentence,

reconstructecl from the parser output, and a fural separation line.

Correct Output Structures

1 so thatPd is with the diamond .. . mine on

OUTPUT :::
SINPIPDIIhAIPd] ]VPIVPIVBPIiS]PPIINIWith]NPIDTIthC]ADJPIJJIdiAMONd] ]NOMI
NN fmine] I I I I PP I IN Ion] NP I PPG Iour] NoM INN I riqhtNn] I I I I l

thatPd is with the diamond mine on our rightNn

***********************************************************************

2 no , dont go dont go any further than the desert

Previous structure : VPIVBPIgo] l
Matching Root = VP
RepaÍr :VP IDO Idont] VP IVBP tSo] I l
Matching :YP
No Matching :DO
Prevlous structure : VPIDOIdont]VPIVBPlSo] I l
Matching Root = VP
Repair =vP IDo Idont] vP IvBP tSo] I l
Matching :YP
Matching :¡9
Matching :dont
Matching =vP

on our rightNn
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Matching :YgP
Matching :go
No Matching :
OUTPUT : : : Overlapping Parse Trees : : :VP IDO Idont] VP IVBP tSo] I l
dont go
OUTPUT :::
VPIDoIdont]vP[vBPlgo]ADJPIJJlany]JJRIfurther]CSIthan]NpIDTIrhe]NoMtNNtd
esertllllll

dont go any further than the desert

*****************************************+*****************************

but I am thatPd is not inln a straight line

Reparandum : SINPIPRPt]l IVPIBEMIam]NIL I l
Repair :S INP IPDIthatPd] I vP IvBP tis] I l
Matching =S
Matching :5P
No Matching :PD
OUTPUT ::: Overfapping Parse Trees :::SINPlPDlthatPd] lVPlVBptisl I ¡

thatPd is
OUTPUT :::
s INP I PD I thatPd] I vP IvBP Iis] PP INor Inot] PP I rN I inrn] Np IDT Ia] ADJp IJJ I srraigh
tl lNoM[NN t].ine] I I I I I l

thatPd is not infn a straight line

***********************************************************************

4 Right just just go between those two

OUTPUT :::
vPIADVPIRBIlust]lvPIvBPIgo]PPIINIbetween]NPIDTIthose]NoMINNIrwo]lllll
just go between those two
************************************************************++*++*+++++

5 Right , I I am at the walÌed city Right

OUTPUT :::
SINPtPRPII]lvPIBEMIam]PPIINIat]NPlDrlthelADJPIJJIwa]tedl lNoMtNNtcirylll
lll
I am at the walled city

*********************+*************************************************

so I am still at the .. . parallel with the base

Reparandum = PPIINIat]NPIDTIthe]NrL I l
Repair : ADJP I JJ Iparallel ] PP IIN Iwith] NP I DT Ithe] NOM INN Ibase] I I I l
No Matching =ADJP
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Matching Structure : i Partially Activated PP Foflowed
Àclivated PP
OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees
: : :ADJP IJJ lparal]el I PP [ ]N Iwith] NP I DT Ithe] NOM INN Ibase]
parallel with the base
OUTPUT :::
S INP I PRP I I ] I vP IBEM Iam] RB I sti]-L I ADJP I JJ Iparallel ] PP I IN
MINNlbase]llllll

I am still- paralÌel with the base

*****************+***********************************

7 the carved wooden pole is rightQl
bot t om

Previous structure : PP IQL IrightQ]l IN Iat] l
Matching Root : PP
Repair :PPIQLIrightQt] INlatl l
Matchi-ng:PP
Matching =QL
Matching:riqhtQl
Matching :1¡
Matching :¿¡
No Matching :
OUTPUT : : : Overlapping Parse Trees : : : PP IQL IrightQ]l IN Iat] l
rightQl at
OUTPIIT : : :

by a Fu1ly

llll

SINPlDrIthe]ADJPIJJlcarved]ADJPIJJIwooden]llNoMINNIpo1e]llvPlvBPIis]PPI
QL IriqhtQl] IN tatl NP IDT Ithe]NOMINN Ibottom] I I I I l

the carved wooden pole is rightQl at the bottom

****+*****************************************++++++++++++++*++++++++++

Iwith]NPIDTIthe]NO

at my

B Right then ,

^ÍtlDf 
ìT

VP I VBP Ipass ] PP I

pass below the

***************

******************

rightQl at the

pas s

9 Right , below the go below the wooden pole

Reparandum = PPlINlbelowlNPIDTIthe]NlL I l

IN Ibe]owl NPIDT Ithe]ADJP IJJIghost] I NoMINN Itown] I I I l

ghost town

**************************************************** ****

Repa Í r
:vP IvP IvBP I go] I PP I IN Ibe1ow] NP I DT I the] ADJP I JJ
No Matching :VP
Matching Structure :: Partially Actj-vated PP
Actlvated PP
OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees
: : :VP IVPlVBPlgo] I PPIINIbe1ow]NPIDTIthe]ADJP I
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Iwooden] I NOM INN Ipole] l

Fo-Ilowed by a Fu1ly

JJ Iwooden ] I NOM INN Ipol e

lll
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go befow the wooden pole
Reparandum : PPIINlbe]owlNPIDTIthe]NIL I l
Þan¡ì r :

vP IvBP I go] PP I TN Ibelow] NP I DT I the ] ADJP I JJ Iwooden] I NOM INN Ipole ] I I I l
No Matching =VP
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated PP Foflowed by a Fully
Activated PP
OUTPUT : :: Overlapping Parse Trees
: : : VP IVBP I go] PP I IN Ibelow] NP I DT I the] ADJP I JJ Iwooden] I NOM tNN tpolel I I I l
go below the wooden pole
OUTPUT :::
VP IvBP I go] PP I IN Ibe]owl NP I DT I the ] ADJP I JJ Iwooden] I NoM INN Ipo1e ] I I I l

go below the wooden pole
***********************************************************************

10 ûo , dont go dont go beÌow the wooden pole

Previous structure = vPIVBPIgo] l
Matchlng Root = VP
Repair =vPlDoIdont]vPIvBPISo] I l
Matching :YP
No Matchlng =DO
Previous structure : VPlDOldontlVPlVBPISo] I l
Matching Root : VP
Repair =VP IDo Idont] vP IvBP tSo] I l
Matching :YP
Matchinq :¡g
Matching :dont
Matchlng :VP
Matching =YgP
Matchlng :go
No Matching :
OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees :::VPIDOIdont]VPIVBPISo] I l
dont go
OUTPUT :::
VPIDOIdont]VPlVBPlgolPPIINIbelow]NPIDTlthe]ADJP[.]JIwooden]INOMINNIpoJ"e]
lllll

dont go beÌow the wooden pole

*********************+***.!*********************************************

11 you got to you have got to pass below the flat rocks

Previous structure : S INP IPRP Iyou] I VP IVBP tsot] I l
Matching Root : S

Repair :S INP I PRP I you] I vP IHV Ihave] vBP [ got ] IVP IrO I to] vBP Ipass ] I I l
Matching =5
Matching :¡P
Matching :PPP
Matching :you
Matching :YP
No Matching =HV
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OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees
: : :S INPIPRPIyou] IVPIHVIhave]VBPIgot] IVPITOIto]VBPlpass] I I l
you have got to pass
OUTPUT :::
StNPIPRPIyou]lvPIHVIhave]VBPIgot]IVPITOIto]vBPIpass]ppIINIbe1ow]NplDrIr
helADJPIJJIflat] lNoMINNIrocks] I I I I I l

you have got to pass below the flat rocks

***********************************************************************

12 Right okay , now / go

OUTPUT :::
vPlvPIvBPIqo]ADVPIRBIright]llPPIrNlfrom]NPIDrIthe]ADJpIJJIdiamond] lNoMt
NNlmine]llll

go right from the diamond mine

13 and so you areAx going to
graveyard asQl weff

Reparandum : S INP IPRP Iyou] I VP IAUX IareAx]VBP Igoing]
Repair :S INP IPRP Iyou] I vP IAUX IareAx] VP IVBP Igoinq] I l
Matching :5
Matching :¡¡P
Matching :PRP
Matching =you
Matching:YP
Matching:¡g¡
Matching :areAx
No Matching :VP

go right from the diamond mine

OUTPUT : :: OverÌapping Parse Trees
: : : S INP IPRP Iyou] IVP IAUX IareAx] VP IVBP Iqoing] I I l
you areAx going
OUTPUT :::
S INP IPRP Iyou] I vP IvP IAUX IareAx] vBP Igoing] IVP ITo Ito] vBp Ipass] pp I rN tby] Np t
Dr Ithe] NoMINN Igraveyard] I I I I IADVP IQL Iasel] RB tweltl I I l
you areAx going to pass by the graveyard as01 well***********************************************************************

you areAx going

14 I am

Reparandum : SINPIPRPII] IVPIBEMIam]NIL I l
Repair =S INPIPRPII] lvPIBEMIam]vPIvBPlqoing] I I l
Matching =S
Matching =¡P
Matching :PPP
Matchlng:1
Matching :YP
Matching :gg¡,1

Matching =¿¡
No Matching :VP

Lo pass by the

IVP ITo Ito] NIL I I l
l

I am going to hit the roundrocks , no
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OUTPUT ::: Overfapping Parse Trees
: : :S INPIPRPII] lvPIBEMIam]vPIvBPlgoing] I I l
I am qoing
OUTPUT :::
AFFlnol
no
OUTPUT :::
S INP I PRP I I ] I VP IBEM Iarn] vP IvBP I going] IVP ITo I to] vBP Ihit
oundrockslllllll
I am going to hit the roundrocks

15 where , well , I you I dont suppose you
outside the picket fence

Previous structure : ADVPIWRBIwhere] l
Matching Root = ADVP
Repair =ADVP IRB Iwe]ll l
Matching =ADVP
No Matching :RB
Reparandum : ADVP IADVP IWRB lwhere] I l
Repair :ADVP IRB IweJ-l ] l
Matching =ADVP
No Matching :RB
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated ADVP Foll-owed by a Fully
Activatecl ADVP
OUTPUT : : : Overfapping Parse Trees : : :ADVP IRB IwelÌ ] l
welf
Previous structure : NPIPRPII] l
Matching Root = NP

Repair :NP IPRP Iyou] l
Matchlng :¡P
Matching :PPP
No Matching :you
OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees :::NPIPRPIyou] l
you
Previous structure : NPIPRPIyou] l
Matching Root- : NP
Repair :NPIPRP[]l l
Matching =¡P
Matching =PPP
No Matching =1
OUTPUT ::: Overfappinq Parse Trees :::NPtPRPII] l

INPIDTlthe]NOMINNIr

you you can go

I
OUTPUT :::
SINPIADVPIRBIwe11]lNPIPRPII]llVPlDoldontlVPIVBPlsuppose]SINPtPRPIyou]lv
P IMoD Ican] VP IvBP Iqo] PP I IN loutside] NP I DT Ithe] NoM INN Iplcket] NoM INN I fence]
]]]]lillll

welf I dont suppose you can go outside the picket fence

***********************************************************************

16 Rlght, can you can you can you welJ- can you see the abandoned
cot tage

Reparandum : S IMOD Ican] NP IPRP Iyou] I l
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Repair :S IMODIcan]NPIPRPIyou] IVPIVBPIsee] I l
Matching =5
Matching :¡4gP
Matching :ç¿¡
Matching :¡P
Matching :PPP
Matching =you
OUTPUT ::: Overfapping Parse Trees
: : : S IMOD Ican]NP IPRP Iyou] IVP IVBP Isee] I l
can you see
Reparandum = S IMODIcan]NPIPRP Iyou] I l
Repair =S IMOD Ican] NP IPRP Iyou] I VP IVBP Isee] I l
Matching :5
Matching :¡49¡
Matching =g¿¡
Matching =¡P
Matchlng :PRP
Matchj-ng =you
OUTPUT ::: Overfapping Parse Trees
: : :S IMODIcan]NPIPRPIyou] IVPIVBPIsee]ll
can you see
Reparandum : S IMODIcan]NP IPRP Iyou] I l
Repair =S IMODlcan] NP IPRPIyou] IVPIVBP Isee] I l
Matching :5
Matchíng :¡4gP
Matching =ç¿¡
Matching :5P
Matching =P¡P
Matching :you
OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees
: : :S IMODIcan]NPIPRPlyou] IVPIVBP lsee] I l
can you see
OUTPUT : ::
SIMODIcan]NPIPRPIyou]lVPIVBPlsee]NPIDTIthe]ADJPIJJIabandoned] INOMINNIco
ttaqelllll

can you see the abandoned cottage

**************************************+****************************+++*

11 I would if I need to go

Reparandum = S IMOD Iwou1d] l
Repair :SINPIPRPII] IVPIVBPIneed] I l
Matching :5
No Matching =NP
Matchlng Structure :: Partially Activated S

Activated S

OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees :::SlNPl
f 1Ìeeu

Reparandum : S INP IPRP tI ] I VP IMOD Iwou]-dlNIL l
Repair :S INP IPRP I I ] I vP IVBP Ineed] I l
Matching =5
Matching :1¡P
Matching :PPP
Matching :1
Matching =YP
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No Matching :VBP
OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees :::SINPIPRP[]l IVPIVBPIneed] I l
I need
OUTPUT :::
S INP IPRP II ] I vP IVBP Ineed]
.Iloldl I NoMINN [mi]-11 I I I I l
I need to go beneath the
************************

18 I am I am going rightRp under the the mill okay

Reparandum = SINPIPRPtI]lVPIBEMlam] NIL ll
Repair :S INPIPRPII] lvPIBEMIam]VPIvBPIgoinq] I I l
Matching =5
Matching :5P
Matching :PPP
Matching :J
Matching :vP
Matching :BEM
Matching =¿¡n
No Matching :VP
OUTPUT ::: Overl-apping Parse Trees
: : :S INP IPRP IT] I VP IBEMIam] VP IVBP Iqoinq] I I l
I am going
OUTPUT :::
SINPtPRPII]lvPIvPIBEMIam]vPIvBPIgolng]PPIRPIrlghtRp]INIunder]lllNPlDTtt
helNoMtNNlmit]lllll

TVP ITO Ito] vBP Igo] PP I TN Ibeneath] NP t DT Ithe] ADJP IJ
l
old mill

f am going rightRp under the mill

****+******************************************************************

19 uh-huh
mi 1l

OUTPUT :::
SISINPIPDIthatPd] lvPIvBPIis]ADJPIJJIfine]lllCSIso]CStif lSINPIPRPIyou]lv
PIAUXIareAx]vBPIgoing]PPIINIro]NPIDTlthe]ADJPIJJto]-dl lNoMINNtmi]lllllll
l

thatPd j-s fine so if you areAx qoing To the old mill

*************************+*+****.!+*************************************

thatPd is fine , so if you you areAx going To the old

20 like , thatPd is how you go just just go round the top

OUTPUT :::
S INP tPDIthatPd] lvP IvBP Iis] S IvP IADVP IvüRB Ihow] NP
RB I just] I I IVP IVBP Igo] PP IIN Iround] NP IDT Ithe]NoM

EhatPd is how you go just go round the top

****************************+****************

27 you actually go

Previous structure :

round the side where the where the wheel

ADVP IWRB Iwhere] l
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Matchinq Root = ADVP
Repair =ADVP IWRB Iwhere] l
Matching :ADVP
Matching:t¡Pg
Matching =where
No Matching :
OUTPUT :: : Overf apping Parse Trees :::ADVPfiiTRBIwhere]l
where
OUTPUT :: :

SINPIPRPIyou]lvPlvPIADVPIRBIactua]lyl lvPIvBPlqolPPlINIround]NPIDTIthe]N
oMINNIside]lllllADVPlilVRBIwhere]NPIDTIthe]NoMINNIwheel]llvPIvBPlj"s]llll

you actually go round the side where the wheel is

**********************************************************+******++++++

22 uh-huh , where where the steps are and round Lhe on top of the roof
and then you go roundRp To your rightNn

Reparandum : PPIINIround]NPIDTlthe]NIL I l
Repair :PP [ ]N Ion] NN Itop] l
Matching :PP
Matching =1¡
No Matching :on
OUTPUT : : : Overl-apping Parse Trees : : :PPIINIon]NNItop] l
on top
OUTPUT :::
SISINPIADVPIwRBIwhere]lNPtDTIthe]NoMINNIsteps]lllvPIVBPIare]llCCIand]SI
PPIINIon]NPINPINNItop]PPIINIof ]NPIDTIthe]NOMINNIroof ]llllCCIand]NPIADVP
IRBIthen]lNPIPRPlyou]llllvPIvPIvBPlgo]PPIRPIroundRp]INlrolllNPtPPGIyour
lNoMINNIriqhtNn] I I I I l

where the steps are and on top of the roof and then you go roundRp To
your rightNn

*************************************************************++**+++++*

23 see where this the

Reparandum = NPIDTIthls] l
Repair :NP IDT Ithe] NOM INN Iriver] I l
Matching =5P
Matching =¡1
No Matching :the
OUTPUT : : : Overlapping Parse Trees : : :NP IDT Ithe] NOM INN Irlver] I l
the rlver
OUTPUT :::
VPIVBPISeeIADVPIWRBIwhere]NPIDTIthe]NOMINNIrlver]llVPIVBPIcomes]RPIin]l
ll
see where the river comes in

the river comes in

24 follow folÌow the f j-ne of crane bay
the corner of the bay
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OUTPUT ::1
vPIVPIvPIVPIVBPIfollow]NPIDTIthe]NoMINNltine]llPPtINIof ]NNIcrane]llNPtN
NlbaylPPIRPldown]INITo]lllPPIQLIjustQl]INlabovelNPIDTIthe]NoMINNIcorner
I I I I I PPIIN[of]NPIDr[the]NoMINN[bay] I I I l

follow the l-ine of crane bay down To justQl above the corner of the bay

+*******************************************+++++++**+++++++**+++++++++

25 do you have hills To your ..
up a bit

Reparandum = NP IPPG Iyour] l
Repair =NP IDT Ithe] NOM INN I left] I l
Matching :¡P
No Matching :DT
Matching Structure ::
Activated NP
OUTPUT ::: OverJ-appinq
Llle f et L

OUTPUT :::
vP IvP IvP IDO Ido] NP IPRP Iyou] I vP IHV Ihave] NOM INN Ihi]lsl I I I PP IIN ITo] NP IDT Ith
eINOMINNlIeft]llllPPIPPITNlof]NPIDTIrhe]ADJPIJJIdead]lNoMlNNIrree]lllCC
Iand] PP IQL IjustQr] IN Iup] NP I Dr Ia] NoM INN lbit ] I I I I l

do you have hil-l-s To the left of the dead tree and justQl up a bit
*****************************************+***************************++

the l-eft of the dead tree and justQJ-

Partially Activated NP Followed by a Ful1y

Parse Trees : : :NPIDTtthe]NOMINN[]eftl I l

26 pirateship i-s rightQl downln the

OUTPUT : ::
SINPINNPIpirateship] lvPIvBPIis]PPIQLIriqhtQ]lINIdownln]NPlDTlthelNoMINN
lsouthernllllll

plrateship is rightQ.l- downln the southern

***********************************************************************

21 does your the river forkVb into one goes into the Iagoon and
the other one goes off the page

Reparandum = NP IPPG Iyour] l
Repair :NP IDT Ithe] NOMINN Iriver] I l
l4atching =NP
No Matching :DT
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated NP Foflowed by a FulJ-y
Activated NP

OUTPUT ::: Overl-apping Parse Trees :::NPIDTIthe]NOMlNNlriverl I l
the ri-ver
OUTPUT :::
vPIDoIdoes]NPIDTlthe]NoMINNlriver]llvPIvBPlforkvb]SIPPIINIinto]NPIPNIon
elllVPIVBPIgoes]SIPPIlNlinto]NPINPIDTIthe]NoMlNNIlagoon]llcctandlNPlDTI
thelAPIother]PNIone]lllVPIvBP[goes]PPIINIoff]NPIDrIthe]NoMINNtpaSe]llll
lllll

the the southern
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does the river forkVb into one goes into the lagoon and the other one
goes off the page

***********************************************************************

28 you want to you want ... my path to . . . be a J-argeenough c so
as it goes down

Prevj-ous structure : S INP IPRP Iyou] I VP IVBP Iwant] I l
Matching Root : S

Repair =S INP IPRP Iyou] I vP IvBP Iwant] I l
Matching:5
Matchì"ng :¡P
Matching =PPP
Matching :you
Matching =YP
Matching :YgP
Matching :want
No l4atching :
OUTPUT ::: Overlapplnq Parse Trees :::SINPIPRPIyou] IVPIVBPIwant] I l
you want
OUTPUT :::
SISINPIPRPIyou]lvPIvBPIwant]NPIPPGImy]NoMINNIpath] IIIVPITOIto]BElbelNPI
DTIaIADJP[.]JIlargeenouqh] lNoMINNtc] lllllCStsolCSIas]SINPIPRPIit]lVPlvBP
Igoes] RP Idown] I I l

you want my path to be a largeenough c so as it goes down

***********************************************************************

)O .i r

then goes

OUTPUT :::
S INP IPRP
reaml I I l

and it crosses overln the the mountainstream
directly south underneath the dead tree

IINIunderneath] NPIDTIthe]ADJPIJJIdead] lNoMINN ILree] I I I I I I I l

it crosses overTn the mountaj-nstream and then qoes directly south
underneath the dead tree

it I I VP IVP IVBP I crosses ] PP I lN Ioverln] NP I DT I the] NOM INN Imountainst
CC Iand]VP IADVP IRB Ithen] IVP IVBP Igoes]PP IQL IdirectJ-y]RP Isouth] PP

**********************************************+************************

30 are you on the other side of the river from the

OUTPUT :::
vP IvP IvP IvBP lare] NP IPRP Iyou] I PP I IN Ion] NP IDr lthe] AP Iother] NN I sidel I I I PP t
INIof]NPIDTIthe]NoMINNIriver]llllPPIINIfrom]NPIDTIthe]NoMINNthi1ls]llll

are you on the other side of the river from the hills

31 dont

OUTPUT :::

dont cross the rj-ver at thatDt point

and

the hil-1s
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VPIDOIdont]VPIVBPIcross]NPIDrIthe]NoMlNNIrlver]llPPtTNIat]NPIDTIthatDt]
NoMINNfpoint]lllll

dont cross the river at thatDt point

***********************************************************************

32 do the do a c so that it , it it is like a backwards c

Reparandum : S IDOIdo]NPIDTIthe]NIL I l
Repair :S IDoldo] NP IDT Ia] NoMINN tc] I I l
Matching :5
Matching =¡9
Matching :¿e
Matching :¡P
Matching :¡1
No Matching :¿
OUTPUT : : : Overlapping Parse Trees : : :SIDOldo]NPIDTIa]NOMINNtc] I ll
doac
OUTPUT :::
SISIDoIdo]NPIDTIa]NoMINNlc]lllCSIso]CSIthat]SINPIPRPlit]jVPIvPIvBPIis]R
PIJ-ike] lNPtDrIa]ADJPIJJIbackwards] lNoMINNtc] I I I I l

do a c so that it is l-ike a backwards c

*************-t***************************-***********i******************

33 Riqht / come across
lÈ¿ n=faLrru Yquu

Previ-ous structure : VPIVBPlcome] l
Matching Root : VP
Repair :VP IVBP Icome] l
Matching:YP
Matching =YgP
Matching :come
No Matching =
OUTPUT : : : Over.l-appíng Parse Trees : : :VP IVBP Icome] l
come
OUTPUT :::
VPIVPIVBPIcome]PPIINIround]CCIand]INIacross]NPIDTlthe]NOMlNNltopl llllPP
IIN Iof]NP IDT Ithe] NoMINNIgare] I I I l

come round and across the top of the gate

come round

***********************************************************************

34 uh-huh , To To the left of the telephonekiosk

OUTPUT :::
PPIrNlro]NPINPIDTIrhe]NOMINNIlefr]llppIrNIof ]NpIDTIrhe]NOMINNIrelephone
kioskllllll

To the left of the telephonekiosk

**********************************************************************+

tt4
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35 V€s , To my what was my left

Reparandum : NP IPPG Imy] l
Repalr :NP II'rPS Iwhat] l
Matching :5P
No Matching =WPS
Matching Structure :: Partial-Iy Activated NP Folfowed by a Fully
Activated NP

OUTPUT : : : Overlapping Parse Trees : : :NP IWPS Iwhat] l
what
OUTPUT :::
SISIPPIINlTo]NPIWPSIwhat]llVPIvBPIwas]NPIPPGlmy]NoMINNIleft]llllCSIas]S
INPIPRPtI]lVPIBEMIam]vPIvBPlIooking]PPIlNlat]NPIPRPlit]lNPtPNIhere]llll
ll
To what was my left as I am fooking at it here

***********************************************************************

36

as I am looking at it here

OUTPUT :::

oh no, I have got a rocketlaunch justQl justQl befow the eastfake

SINPIPRPII]lvPIvPIHVlhave]VBP[9ot]NPlDrlalNoMINNIrocketlaunch]lllPPtQLt
justQll INIbelow]NPIDT Ithe]NOMINN leastlakel I I I I l
I have got a rocketlaunch justQl befow the eastlake

31 thatPd is it , Right , so what what woufd we endVb justQl
underneath the eastlake do we

Reparandum = S INP IWPS Iwhat] I l
Repair =S IMODIwould]NP IPRP Iwe] I VP IVBP Iendvb] I l
Matching :5
No Matching =MOD
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated S Followed by a Fully
Activated S

OUTPUT : :: Overl-apping Parse Trees
: : : S IMOD IwouJ-d]NP IPRP Iwe] IVP IVBP Iendvb] I l
would we endVb
OUTPUT :::
SISINPIPDlthatPd]lvPIvBPIis]NPlPRPlitllllCSIso]SIMoDIwou]dlNPIPRPIwe]lv
P IvBP Iendvb] S tPP IQL IjustQl] IN Iunderneath] NP IDr Ithe] NoM INN Ieastlake] I I I S
IDoldo]NPIPRPtwe] I I I I I l

thatPd is it so would we endVb justQl underneath the eastlake do we

****************r**+**************+************************************

38 mmhmm , head upRp To the righthand side of thatPd
the the dead ... tree

OUTPUT :::
S IS IVP IVP IvP IvBP Ihead] PP IRP IupRp] IN ITo]
oMINNlside] I I I PPITNIof]NPIPDIthatPd] I I l
thelADJP IJJIdead] lNoMlNN Itree] I I I I l

I l5

I I NP tDT Ithe]ADJP IJJIrighthand] I N

I CS Ibut] S IvP IVBP Iavoidlng] NP IDT I

but avoiding



head upRp To the righthand side of thatPd but avoiding the dead tree

*********************************************************************++

39

Reparandum = VPIHVIhave] l
Repair:VPIDOIdont]vPIHVIhave]NPIDTIa]ADJP[.].Ildeadl INOMINNItree]llll
Matching =YP
No Matchlng :DO
Matchlng Structure :: Partially Activated VP FoÌlowed by a FuJ-ly
Activated VP
OUTPUT ::: Overlappíng Parse Trees
: : : VP I DO Idont ] VP IHV Ihave ] NP I DT I a ] ADJP I JJ Idead] I NOM INN I tree ] I I I l
dont have a dead tree
OUTPUT :::
SINPIPRPII]lvPtDoIdont]vPIHVIhave]NPIDTIa]ADJPIJJIdeacl] lNoMINNItree]lll
ll
I dont have a dead tree

I have donL have a dead tree

****+******************************************************************

40 it is farQ1 eh wayQl over on the righthand side about justQl
upRp from the middle of the map

Reparandum = PP IQL IfarQl] l

PPIQLIwayQl]RPIover]PPIINIon]NPINPINPlDrIthe]ADJPIJJIrighthand] lNoMINNI
sidelllPPlRPIabout]PPIQLIjustQl]RPIupRp]PPIINIfrom]NPIDTIthe]Nol'4[NNImid
dlel I I I I I I PPIIN[of]NPIDTlthe]NoMINN[map] I I I I I l
wayQl over on the righthand side about justQl upRp from the middle of
the map
Matching:PP
Matching =QL
No Matching :wayQl
OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees
:::PPIQLlwayQl]RPIover]PPIINIon]NPINPINPIDTIthe].ADJPIJJIriqhthand] INOMI
NNIside]llPPtRPIabout]PPIQLIjustQ]lRPIupRp]PPIINlfrom]NPIDrIthe]NoMINNI
middlel I I I I I I PPIINIof]NPIDTIthe]NoMlNNtmapl I I I I I l
wayQl over on the righthand side about justQl upRp from the mj-ddle of
the map
OUTPUT :::
SINPtPRPIit]lvPIvBPIis]PPIQLIwayQl]RPIover]PPIINIon]NPINPINPIDTIthe]ADJ
PIJJIrighthand] INOMINNIside]llPPIRPlabout]PPIQLIjustQl]RPIupRp]PPIINIfr
omlNPIDTIthe]NoMINNlmidd]elllllllPP[]NIof]NPIDrIthe]NoMINN[map]llllllll

it is wayQl over on the righthand side about justQl upRp from the
middle of the map

***********************************************************************

47 Right okay , wellAff thatPd I wellAff I assume thatPd is the same
thing
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Previous struct.ure : NPIPDIthatPd] l
Matching Root : NP
Repair :NPIPRPII] l
Matching =NP
No Matching :PRP
Reparandum = S INPIPDIthatPd] I l
Repair :S INP IPRPII] I VP IVBP Iassume] I l
Matching :5
Matching :¡P
No Matchlng =PRP
OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees :::SINPIPRPI]l IVPIVBPIassume] I l
I assume
OUTPUT :: :

SINPIPRPII]lvPlvBPIassume]SINPIPDIthatPd] lvPIvBPIis]NPIDTIthe]ADJPIJJIs
amel lNoMINNIthins] I I I I I l

I assume thatPd j-s the same thing

42 and thatPd is my the fj-n1sh

Reparandum : NPIPPGlmy] l
Repair :NP IDT Ithe] NOM INN I finish] I l
Matching =¡P
No Matching :DT
Matching Structure :: Partially Actlvated NP Foflowed by a FutIy
Activated NP
OUTPUT ::: Overfapping Parse Trees :::NPIDTIthe]NOMINNlfinish] I l
the flnish
OUTPUT :::
S INPtPDIthatPd] lvPIvBPIis]NPIDTIthe]No]4[NNlfinish] I I I l

thatPd is the finish

43 okay , now you

OUTPUT :::
S INP IPRP Iyou] I VP IVP IVBP Ineed] IVP ITO Ito] VBP Igo] ADJP IJ.] [parallel ] PP I IN ITo
I NP IDT Ithe] NoM INN Iside] I I I I I I PP I IN Iof ] NP IDr Ithe] NoM INN tmap] I I I I l

you need to go paral-leJ- To the slde of the map

***********************************************************************

44 then you need to

Previous structure :
Matchlng Root : S

Repair :S INP IPRP Iyou]
Matching =5
Matching =¡¡P
Matching :PRP

you need to go parallel To the side of the map

you need to bend it roundRp To the ropebridge

StNPIPRPIyou] IVPIVBPIneed] I l

I vP IvBP Ineed] I l

tt7



Matching :you
Matching =vP
Matching :YgP
Matching :need
No Matching :
OUTPUT : : : Overlapping Parse Trees : : :SINPIPRPIyou] IVPIVBPIneed]ll
you need
OUTPUT :::
SINPIPRPlyou]IVPIVPIVPIVBPIneed]lvPIToIto]vBPlbendlNPIPRPtit]lllPPlRPIr
oundRpl TN Iro] ) ìne¡DTIthe] NoM INN Iropebridge] I I I l

you need to bend it roundRp To the ropebridge

***********************************************************************

45 you areAx going across the ropebridge so your your J-ine should stop
at the begì-nning of the ropebrldge ancl come out aqain at the end

OUTPUT :::
SISINPIPRPIyou]lVPIAUXIareAx]VBPIgoing]PPIINIacross]NPIDTIthe]NOMINNIro
pebrldgelll lllCSIso]SINPIPPGIyour]NOMINN[1ine]llvPlVPIvPlMODIshould]vPI
vBPIstop]PPtINIat]NPIDTIthe]NoMlNNIbeginning] lllllPPIINIof]NPIDrIthe]No
MINNIropebridge]llllCCIand]VPIVBPIcome]RPIout]ADVPIRBIagain] IPPIINlat]N
PIDT lthelNoMlNNlendl I I I I I I l

you areAx going across the ropebridge so your fine should stop at the
beginning of the ropebridge and come out again at the end

***********************************************************************

46 okay , we Right , you are at the bottom of the waterfall now okay

Previous structure = NP IPRP Iwe] l
Matching Root = NP
Repair =NP IPRP Iyou] l
Matching :NP
Matching =PPP
No Matching :you
OUTPUT : :: Overlapping
you
OUTPUT :::
SINPIPRPIyou]lvPIvPIvPIvBPIare]PPIINIat]NPIDTIthe]NOMINNIbottom]llllPP
INloflNPlDT Ithe]NOMINNIwaterfa]ll I I I IADVPIRBInow] I I l

you are at the bottom of the waterfal-l- now

41 okay , wellAff you have so you are at
whitemountain now

Reparandum : SINPIPRPIyou] IVPIHVlhave]NIL I l
Repair :S INP IPRPIyou] IVP IVBP Iare] I l
Matching :5
Matching =¡r¡P
Matching :PPP
Matching =you

llB

Parse Trees : : :NPIPRPIyou] l

the bottom of the



Matching =VP
No Matching :VBP
OUTPUT : : : Overlappinq Parse Trees : : :SINPIPRPIyou] IVPIVBPIare] I l
you are
OUTPUT :::
StNPIPRPIyou]lvPIvPlVPlvBPIare]PPIINIat]NPIDTIthe]NOMINNIbottom]llllppt
IN Iof]NP IDT Ithe] NoMINN Iwhitemountain] I I I IADVP IRB Inow] I I l

you are at the bottom of the whitemountain now

*********************************************.*****************

48 go go rightRp , and you stop on on nothing

OUTPUT :::
SISlvPIvBPIgo]RPIrightRp]llCClandlSlNPlPRPlyoul IVPIvBPlstop]PpIINlon]Np
lPNlnothinsl I I I I l

go rightRp and you stop on nothing

***********************************************************************

49 yeah , do you have a
the diamond mine

OUTPUT :::
vPIvPlVPIDoIdo]NPIPRPIyou]lvPlHVIhave]NPlDrIa]NoMINNIwagonwheel]llllppt
QLIjustQl]INITo]NPlDrIthe]NoMINNIrightNn]llllPPIINIof ]NPIDrIthe]ADJPIJJ
ldiamondl I NoM INN lmine] I I I l

do you have a wagonwheel justQl To the rightNn of the diamond mine

**************+***************************************************-t****

50 okay , To ... rightQl To the edge of the page

Reparandum : PP I IN ITo] l
Repair :PP IQL Iri9hrQJ" ] rN ITo] l
Matching :PP
No Matching :QL
Matching Structure :: PartialJ"y Actlvated PP Followed by a Fully
Activated PP
OUTPUT ::: Overfapping Parse Trees :::PPIQLlrightQI]INITo] l
rightQl To
OUTPUT :::
PPIQLIrightQI]INlTolNPINPIDTIthe]NoMlNNIedge]llPPtINIof ]NPIDrIthe]NoMlN
Ntpaqellllll

riqhtQl To the edge of the paqe

a wagonwheel justQl To the rightNn of the

***********************************************************************

51 Rj-ght r lou have got in you are about the riftvalley

Reparandum : S IS IVP IVBP Igot] RP Iin] I I l

tt9



Þan¡ir:

SINPIPRPIyou] IVPIvPIVBPIare]RPIabout]lNPtDTIthe]NoMINNIríftva11ey] llll
Matching =g
No Matching :NP
Matchi-ng Structure :: Partially Activated S Followed by a Fully
Activated S

OUTPUT iii Overlapping Parse Trees
:::SINPIPRPlyou]lVPlVPIVBPlare]RPlaboutllNPtDTIthe]NOMINNIrì-ftva]1eyl ll
tl
you are about the riftvalley
Reparandum : SINPIPRPIyou] IVPIHVIhave]NIL I l
Þan=i r :

SINPIPRPIyou]lvPIVPIvBPIare]RPIabout]lNPtDTlthelNoMINNIriftva]leyl llll
Matching =5
Matching :5P
Matching :PPP
Matching :you
Matching =YP
No Matching :VP
OUTPUT ::: Overfappinq Parse Trees
:::SINPIPRPIyou]lVPIVPIVBPIare]RPIabout] INPtDTIthe]NOMINNIriftvalley] ll
ll
you are about the rj-ftvalley
OUTPUT :: :

SINPIPRPlyou]lvPIvPIVBPIare]RPIabout]lNPtDTlthelNoMlNNIriftvalley] llll

you are about the riftvalley
***********************************************************************

52 oh no aye yeah , you dont have likeln above the the rapids To its
slightly To its rightNn you dont have a stonecreek

Reparandum = PPIINItikeln] l
Repair :PP IIN Iabove]NP IDT Ithe]NOM INN Irapids] I I l
Matchj-ng :PP
Matching :15
No Matchj-n9 :above
OUTPUT ::: Overl-apping Parse Trees
: : : PP I IN I above ] NP I DT I the ] NOM INN I rapids ] I I l
above the rapids
Reparandum = PPIINITo]NPIPPGlits]NIL I l
Repair :PP IQL Is]-ightlyl IN lTol l
Matching :PP
No MatchinS :QL
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated PP FoÌfowed by a FuIly
Activated PP

OUTPUT : : : Overfapping Parse Trees : : :PPIQLIs1lghtfy]INlTol l
slightly To
Reparandum = SINPIPRPIyou] lVPlDOldontlVPIHVlhave]NIL I I l

:SIPPIINlabove]NPINPIDTlthe]NoMINNIrapids]llPPtQLIs]-j-ghtrylINlrolNPIPPG
Iits]NoMINNIrightNn] llllNPIPRPlyou]llVPIDoIdont]vPIHVIhave]NPIDTIa]NoMl
NNIstonecreek]lllll
Matching :5
No Matching =PP
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Matching Structure :: Partially Activated S Fo.l-lowed by a Fully
Activated S

OUTPUT ::: Overfapping Parse Trees
:::SIPPIINIabove]NPINPIDTIthe]NoMINNIrapids]llPPIQLIsliqhtly]INITo]NPIP
PGIits]NoMINNlrightNn] llllNPIPRPlyou]llvPIDOIdont]vPIHVIhave]NPlDrIa]NO
MINNIstonecreek] I I I I l
above the rapids slightly To its rightNn you clont have a stonecreek
Reparandum = S INP IPRP Iyou] I VP IDO ldont] VP IHV Ihave] NIL I I l
Repair
:SIPP[]NIabove]NPINPIDTIthe]NoMlNNIraplds]llPPlQLIsrightly]INITo]NPIPPG
I i t s ] NoM INN I ri ghtNn ] I I I I NP I PRP I you ] I I vP I Do I dont ] VP IHV Ihave ] NP I Dr I a ] NoM I
NNIstonecreek] I I I I l
Matching :5
No Matching =PP
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated S Followed by a Fully
Activated S

OUTPUT :: : Overl-apping Parse Trees
:::SIPPIINIabove]NPINPIDTlthe]NoMINNIrapids]llPPIQLIslightly]INITo]NPIP
PGIits]NoMINNIrightNn] llllNPIPRPIyou]llvPtDoldontlvPlHVIhave]NPIDrIa]No
MINN Istonecreek] I I I I l
above the rapids slightly To its rightNn you dont have a stonecreek
OUTPUT :: :

StPPIINIabove]NPINPIDTlthe]NoMINNIrapids]llPPIQLIsliqhtly]INIro]NPIPPGI
itslNOMINNIriqhtNn]llllNPIPRPIyou]llvPlDoIdont]vPIHVIhave]NPIDTIa]NOMIN
NIstonecreek] I I I I l

above the rapids slightJ-y To its rightNn you dont have a stonecreek

***********************************************************************

53 at the moment I am at at the moment
left of the rocks

Reparandum =
S IPP IIN Iat]NP IDr Ithe]NoMINN Imoment] I INP tPRP t
Þ^ñ-r r -

S IPP IIN Iat]NP IDr Ithe]NOMINN Imoment] I INP tPRP t

Q1 I 0L I slightly] IN Iro] NP I DT I the ] NoM INN [ ]ef t I l
NIrocks]lllll
Matching :5
Matching:PP
Matching :15
Matching =¿¡
Matching =5P
Matching :¡1
Matchj-ng :¡¡s
Matching :¡¡9¡q
Matching :¡¡
Matching =moment
Matching:¡P
Matching :PPP
Matching =1
Matching :YP
No Matching :VP
OUTPUT ::: Overfapping Parse Trees
: : : S I PP I IN I at ] NP I DT I the ] NOM INN lmoment ] I I NP I PRP

I am justQl sJ-ightJ-y To the

IlllvPlBEMIam]NIL ll

rll
]]l

I VP IvP IBEM Iam] PP IQL Ijust
PP I IN Iof] NP I DT Ithe] NoM IN
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ustQl I QL I slight]yl IN ITo] NP I DT I the ] NOM tNN t Lefr I l
MINNIrocks] I I I I l
at the moment I am justQl stight.ly To the left
OUTPUT :::
S I PP t IN Iat ] NP I DT I the] NoM INN Imomenr ] I I Np I pRp t r I l
QIIQLIslightly] IN ITo]NPIDTIthe]NoMINN llefr] I I I l
Nlrocks]lllll

at the moment I am justQl slightly To the left of the rocks

**************+*+******************************************************

54 go right under the manned
between your stonecreek

Previous structure = VP IVBP Igo]ADVP IRB Iriqht] I l
Matching Root : VP
Repair :VP IVBP Igo] l
Matching =YP
Matching :YgP
Matching :go
No Matching :
OUTPUT : : : Overlapping Parse Trees : : :Vp tVBp tgol l
9o
OUTPUT :::
vPIvPIvBPIgo]ADVPIRBIright]llPPlPPtrNIunder]NplppGIyour]J.rImanned]NoMtN
N I fortl I I I CC Iand] PP I IN Ibetween] Np IppG I your] NOM INN I sronecreek] I I I I l

go right under your manned fort and between your stonecreek

I I I PPIIN Iof]NP IDT Ithe] No

of the rocks

lvP IvP IBEM Iam] PP IQL Ijust
PP I IN Iof ] NP I DT Ithe] NoM IN

i*********************************************+************************

go right under your manned fort and

55 the carved wooden pole is right at my

Reparandum = PP[]NIat]NPIPPGImy]NIL I l
Repair =PP IIN Iat]NPIDT Ithe] NoMINN Ibottom] I I l
Matchj-ng :PP
Matching:1¡
Matching :¿¡
Matchlng =5P
No Matching :DT
OUTPUT ::: Overfapping Parse Trees
: : :PPlINlatlNPlDTIthe] NOMINNIbottom] I I l
at the bottom
OUTPUT :::
slNPlDTIthe]ADJPIJJIcarved]ADJPIJJIwooden]llNoMINNIpole]llvptvplvBpIis]
ADVPIRBIriqhr] I I ppIrNIar]NpIDT Irhe]NoMINN[borrom] I I I I l

the carved wooden pole is right at the bottom

*********************************+*************************************

56 ls it okayJJ i-s it safeenough to head diagnolty acrossRp

Previous structure = VPIVBPIis]NPtpRptitl I l
Matchinq Root = VP
Repair =VP IVBP Iis] l

right at the bottom
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Matchinq =YP
Matching =YPP
Matchlng:15
No Matching :
OUTPUT ::: Overlapplng Parse Trees

OUTPUT :::
VPIVBPIis]NPIPRPIit]IADJPIJJIsafeenough]lIVPlToIto]VBPlheadlADVPIRBIdia
gnollyl I RP IacrossRp] I l

is it safeenough to head diagnolly acrossRp

*******************************************+**********+****************

5l oh no , these these are in the mj-ddle

OUTPUT :::
S INP I PD Ithese] I VP IvP IVBP Iare] RP I in] I NP I Dr Ithe] NOM INN lmiddle] I I I l

these are ln the middle

58 I have got some flamingoes downln here with a quite a smallgappy
bir

Reparandum : NP tDT tal l
Repair :NP IQLIquite] DT Ia] JJIsmallgappy] NN tbitl l
Matching :¡P
No Matching =QL
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated NP Followed by a Fully
Actlvated NP

OUTPUT ::: Overfapping Parse Trees
: : : NP IQL Iquite ] DT Ia] JJ I smallgappy] NN Ibit ] l
quite a smallgappy bit
OUTPUT :::
SINPIPRPII]lVPIHVIhave]VBPIgot]NPIDTIsome]NOMINNIflamingoes]llPPlINldow
nInlNPIPNIhere]llPPIINlwith]NPIQLIquj-te]DTlalJJIsmal]gappylNNtbitlllll

I have got some flamingoes downln here wlth quite a smallgappy bit

*******************************************************************++**

59 I I havent got anything but I think that is where your flamingoes
are

OUTPUT :::
StStSINPIPRPtI]lVPIHVIhavent]VBP[got]NPIPNIanythlns] lllCSIbut]SINPtPRPt
IllvPIvBPIthink]lllCSIthat]SIvPlvBPIis]ADVPIwRBIwhere]NPlPPGlyourlNoMIN
NIflamingoes] I lvPIvBPIare] I I I I l

I havent got anything but I think that is where your flamingoes are

*+****************************+****************************+***********
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60 but above justQl above it
stonecree k

Reparandum : PPIINIabove] l
Repair :PP IQL IjustQl] IN Iabove] l
Matching :PP
No Matching =QL
Matchi-ng Structure : :

Activated PP

OUTPUT ::: Overlapping
j ustQl above
OUTPUT :::
S I PP tPP IQL IjustQl ] IN Iabove] NP I PRP tit] I I CC Iand] PP I IN ITo] NP IDT Ithe] NOM INN
IrightNn] IINPtPRPII]lllvPIHVIhave]vBPIgot]NPIDTIa]NoMINNlstonecreek] lll
l

justQl above it and To the rightNn I have got a stonecreek

***********************************************************************

and To the rightNn I have got a

Partially Activated PP Followed by a Fully

Parse Trees : : :PPIQLIjustQ]l INIabove] l

Incorrect Output Structures

1 thatPd ls
diamond mine

OUTPUT :::
SINPIPDIthatPd] lvPIvPIvBPIis]SINPIPDIthatPd] lvPIvBPIis]ADJPIJJIcorrect]
llllCClandlVPIVBPIgo]PPIINIbelow]NPIDTIthe]ADJP[.]Jldiamondl lNoMINNImine
l llil ll

bhatPd is thatPd is correct and go bel-ow the diamond mine

*********************************************************************.r*

thatPd is correct uh-huh , and

2 go justRB untilCS you go ... go below the diamond mine until lustQl
before the fast fast flowing river

Reparandum : PP [ ]N Iuntil ] l
Repaj-r :PP IQL I justQI] IN Ibefore] l
Matching :PP
No Matching =QL
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated PP Followed by a FulIy
Activated PP
OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees :::PPlQLljustQl-l INIbefore] l
justQl before
OUTPUT :::
SISlvPIvBPIqo]ADVPIRBItustRB] lllCSIuntilCS]SINPIPRPIyou]lVPIVPIvBPIgo]P
PIINIbelow]NPIDTIthe]ADJPlJJldiamondl lNoMINNImine]llllPPIQLIjust01]INIb
efore I NP I Dr I the] ADJP I JJ I fast ] ADJP I JJ I f ]owingl I I NOM INN I river] I I I I I l

go justRB untllCS you go below the dlamond mine justQl before the fast
flowlng river

go below the
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***********************************************************************

3 I have a fast flowing running creek , which is on the far rlghthand
corner

OUTPUT :::
S INP I PRP I I ] I vP I HV Ihave ] NP I Dr I a ] ADJP [,]J I f ast ] ADJP I JJ I f ]"owj-ngl ADJP I JJ I run
ningl lllNoMlNOMlNNlcreekl lRlClIPRIwhich]vPIvBPIis]PPIINIon]NPIDTIrhe]AD
JPIJJIfar]ADJPIJJIrighthand] I lNoMINNIcorner] I I I I I I I I l

f have a fast flowing running creek which is on the far righthand
corner

************************************************+**********************

4 above the rightQf befow the buffalo befow the buffalo Right

Reparandum = PPIINIabove]NPIDTIthe]NlL I l
Repair :PP IQL IrightQ]-l IN Ibe]owl l
Matching =PP
No MatchinS :QL
Matching Structure :: PartiaÌ1y Activated PP Fol-lowed
Activated PP
OUTPUT ::: Overfapping Parse Trees :::PPIQLIrlghtQf]IN
rightQl bel-ow
OUTPUT :::
PP IQL IrightQ]l IN Ibelow] NP I

thelNoMlNNIbuffa]ol I I I I l

rightQl befow the buffafo

5 so you neecl to be .. . go upRp

PrevÍous sL.ructure : VP IVBP Ineed] l
Matching Root : VP
Repair :VP IVBP Iqo] l
Matching :YP
Matching :vBP
No Matching =go

NP lDr Ithe]NoM INN Ibuffa]ol I I PP IIN Ibe]owlNP IDr

OUTPUT : : : Overlapping Parse Trees I : : VP IVBP Iqo] l
go
OUTPUT :::
SINPIPRPIyou]lvPIvPIvBPIgo]PPIRPIupRp]TNIon]lJNe¡DTIa]ADJplJJlsorrofllN
oMINNthi]rlllll

you go upRp on a sortof hill
***********************************************************************

6 so ... Right so , I would I would have to draw a curve then from the
down from the caravanpark

Reparandum : S INPtPRPII] I l
Repair
:SIMoDIwould]NPIPRPII]lvPIMoDIwou1d]vPIHVIhave]IVPITolto]vBptdrawl llll
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Matching :5
No Matchj-ng :MOD

Matching Structure :: Partially Activated
Activated S

OUTPUT ::: Overl-apping Parse Trees
: : :S IMODlwould] NPIPRPIII IVPIMODlwould]VPI
l
wou]d I wouÌd have to draw
Reparandum : PPIINIfrom]NPIDTIthe]NIL I l
Repair :PPIRPIdown] INIfrom] l
Matching :PP
No Matching :RP
Matching Structure :: Partial
Activated PP
OUTPUT : :: Overl-apping Parse
down from
OUTPUT i i:
SIMoDIwou]dlNPIPRPt]llvPtvPIvPIvPIMoDIwou]dlvPIHVIhave]IVPIToIto]VBPIdr
awlNP IDT Ia]NoMINN Icurve] I I I I IADVP IRB Ithen] I I PP IRP Idown] IN Ifrom] I INP tDr t
thel NOM INN Icaravanpark] I I I l

would I would have to draw a curve then down from the caravanpark

******************+****************************************************

S Folfowed

HV Ihave] IVP

7 you know how the the twobits of the crane come in . .. cranebay
come in líkeIn thatPd ... then into the river
OUTPUT
::::::SIPPIINIof]NPIDTIthe]NOMINNIcrane]lllVPIVPIVPIVPlVBPlcome]PPIRPli
nlIN[]ikelnl llNPtPDIthatPd] IIADVPIRBIthen] llPPtINIinto]NPlDrIthe]NOMINN
Iriver]lllll
of the crane come in likeln thatPd then into the river
OUTPUT : ::
SIPPIINlof ]NPIDTIthe]NoMINNIcrane]lllVPIvPIvPIvPIvBPlcome]PPIRPlin]IN[]
ikeTnl I INPtPDIthatPd] I IADVPIRBIthen] I IPPtINIinto]NPIDrIthe]NoMINNIriver
lillll

ly Activated PP Fo-If owed by a Fully

Trees : : : PP IRP Idown] IN I from] l

by a Ful1y

lro Ito] VBP Idraw] I I l

of the crane come in likeIn thatPd then into the river

***********************************************************************

B wellAff , go upRp to where
form the lar the river

Previous structure : S IVP IVBP Igo] RP IupRp] I l
Matching Root : S

Repair =SINPIADVPIWRBIwhere]lNPtDTIthe]NoMlNNItwobits]lllvPtvBPtjoinlll
Matching :5
No Matchlng =NP
Reparandum : S IS IVP IVBP Igo] RP tupRpl I I l
Repair :S INP IADVP IwRB Iwhere] I NP tDT lthel NOM INN Itwobits] I I I VP tVBP tjoinl I l
Matching =5
No Matching :NP
Matching Structure :: PartiaJ-1y Activated S FofÌowed by a FuIly
Activated S

OUTPUT : :: Overlapping Parse Trees
: : : S INP IADVP IVüRB Iwhere] I NP t DT I the] NOM INN Itwobits ] I I I VP tVBP t joinl I l

the twobits join nearly and t-o
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where the twobits join
Reparandum : NPIDTIthe] l
Repair =NP IDT Ithe] NOM INN Iriver] I l
Matching =¡P
Matching :¡1
Matching =¡5s
OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees :::NPIDTIthe]NOMINNIriver] I l
the river
OUTPUT :::
IVP IToIto] VBP Iform]NP IDr Ithe]NoMINN Iriver] I I l
to form the river
OUTPUT :::
CC I and]
and
OUTPUT :::
ADVPIWRBIwhere]NPIDTIthe]NOMINNItwobits]llVPtVBPtjolnlADVPIRBInearly] ll
l
where the twobits join nearly
OUTPUT : r:
roIto]
to
OUTPUT :::
vP IvBP Igo]RP IupRp] l

go upRp

***************************+*******************************************

9 Right , now I want you to
sortof c quite a ... a wide c

Reparandum :
VPIVPIvPIvBPIwant]NPIPRPIyou]IIVPITolto]vBPIgo]PPIINIToINPIPPGIyour]NoM
INNIlef t]lllllCCIand]VPIDoIdo]NPIDTla]ADJPlJJlsortof llNoMlNNtclllNPtQLt
quitel DTIa] JJIwj-de]NNIc] I I INP IADJPIJJIroundJJ] lNiL I l
Repair =VP IVBP IsupposedVb] l
Matching :YP
No Matchj-ng :VBP
Matching Structure :: PartiaJ-1y Activated VP Foll-owed by a Ful1y
Activated VP
OUTPUT : : : Overl-apping Parse Trees : : :VPIVBPIsupposedvb] l
supposedVb
OUTPUT :::
S INP IPRP [] I I vP IvBP Isupposedvb] I l

I supposedVb

go To your .. . left and do a
roundJJ some supposedVb

***********************************************************************

10 there are
l-efthand side

OUTPUT :::
SINPIEXlthere]lvPIvBPIare]SINPIDrIthe]NoMINNIhi1ls]llvPIVBPIare]PPIINIo
nlNPIDTIthe]AD,lPIJJIlefthand]lNoMINNIsj-de]llNPtPPGImy]JJIlefthand]NOMIN
oMINNIside]lR1CrIPRIwhich]vPIvBPIis]NPIPPGIyour]JJ[]-efthandlNOMINNIside
lllll]]illll
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there are the hills are on the lefthand side my
your lefthand side

11 so at the top of ... justQl before
c ... To the the same side

Reparandum = PP I lN Iof] l
Repair :PP IQL IjustQl] IN Ibefore] l
Matching :PP
No Matching =QL
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated PP Fol-lowed by a Fulty
Activated PP

OUTPUT : : : Overlappinq Parse Trees : : : PP IQL IjustQIj ]N Ibefore] l
justQl before
OUTPUT :::
SIPPIINIat]NPINPINPlDTlthe]NoMINNItop]llPPtQLljustQllINIbefore]NPIDTlth
eINOMINNIfork]llllPPIINIinIn]NPIDTIthe]NoMINNIriver]lllllSlDoIdo]NPINPl
DTIa]NoMINNIc]llPPIINIro]NPIDTIthe]ADrrPIJJIsame]lNoMINNIside]llllll

at the top justQl before the fork inln the river do a c To the same
side

***************i********-È**********************************************

72 erm .. we are start startj-ng down , thatPd is the end of
thatPd , erm starting above the telephonekiosk

OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees
:::SIPPITNIof ]NPIPDIthatPd] llVPIVBPIstarting]PPIINIabove]NPIDTIthe]NOMI
NN Itelephonekiosk] I I I I l
of thatPd starting above the te-Iephonekiosk
OUTPUT :: :

SIPPIINIof]NPIPDIthatPd] llVPIvBPIstarting]PPITNIabove]NPIDTIthe]NoMINNI
telephonekioskllllll

of thatPd starting above the teJ-ephonekiosk

Lefthand side which is

the fork lnIn the river do a

********************************************************+*+++++++*+++++

13 erm .. if you come just loop down
the lefthand side

Reparandum : PP []N Iround] l
Repair =PP IlN ITo] NPIDr Ithe]ADJP IJJIlefthand] lNoMtNN tsidel I I l
Matching :PP
Matching :1¡
No Matching :To
OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees
: : :PPIINlTo]NPIDTlthe]ADJPIJJIlefthand] INOMINNIside] I I l
To the Ìefthand side
Reparandum = NP IDT Ithe] NN Isti]el CC Iand] l
Repair =PP IIN ITo] NP IDT lthe]ADJP IJJIlefthand] lNoMINN Iside] I I l
No Matchlng :PP

befow the stile and round To
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Matching Structure :: Partially Activated NP Foll-owed by a Futly
Activated NP

OUTPUT ::: Overl-apping Parse Trees
: : :PP[]N lTolNPIDTIthe]ADJPIJJIlefthand] INOMINNIside] I I l
To the fefthand side
Reparandum = PP IPP IRP Idown] IN Ibelow] I l
Repai-r : PP I IN ITo] NP I DT I rhe] ADJP I JJ I lefrhand] I NOM INN I side] I I l
Matching :PP
No Matching :fN
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated PP Followed by a Fully
Activated PP
OUTPUT ::: Overfapping Parse Trees
: : :PPItN ITo]NPIDTIthe]ADJPIJJIlefthand] INOMINNlside] I I l
To the lefthand side
OUTPUT :::
SINPIPRPIyou]lVPlvBPlcomelSIvPIADVPIRBIjust]lvPIvBPIJ-oop]PPIINITo]NpIDT
Ithe]ADJPIJJIlefthand] I NoMINNIside] I I I I I I I l
you come just loop To the lefthand side
OUTPUT :::
csti.fl
if

*******'k*******+*******************************************************

14 I have 9ot , oh , I have got a qreat viewpoint
the tree eh lustQl below the eastlake

Reparandum = VPIHVIhave] l
Uô^ir r -

VPIvBPIgot]SINPIPRPII]lvPIHVIhave]vBPIgot]NPIDrla]ADJPIJJIgreat]INOMtNN
Iviewpolnt]llPP[]NlabovelNPIDTIthe]NOMINNItree]lllPPIeLIjuste]lINIbetow
INPIDT Ithe]NOMINN Ieast]akel I I I I I l
Matching :YP
No Matching :VBP
l4atching Structure : : PartlalÌy Act j-vated VP Fof f owed by a Fully
Activated VP
OUTPUT ::: Overfapping Parse Trees
:::VPIvBPIgot]SINPIPRPII]lVPIHVIhave]VBPIgot]NPIDTla]ADJPIJJIgrear]INOM
INNIvj"ewpoint]llPPIINIabove]NPIDTlthe]NoMINNlrree]lllppleLIjusrel]rNIbe
lowlNPIDr Ithe]NoMINNIeastlake] I I I I I l
got I have got a great viewpoint above the tree justQl befow the
eastlake
OUTPUT :::
SINPIPRPII]lVPIVBPIgot]SINPIPRPt]llvPIHVIhave]vBPIgot]NplDTIa]ADJPiJJtq
reatllNOMINNIviewpoint]llPPIINIabove]NPlDTlthelNOMINNItree]lllppIeLtjus
tQll INIbelow]NPIDrIthe]NoMINNIeastlake] I I I I I I l

I got I have got a great viewpoint above the tree justQl- below the
edSLadKe

*************************************************+*********************

15 Right, so I am I am I am like on the bank on the bank of the
eastl ake

eh

Reparandum : SINPIPRPIl]lVPIBEMIam] NIL ll
Repair :S INPIPRPII] IVPIBEMIam] PPIRPIlike] TNlonl I I l
Matching =5
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Matching :¡.¡P
Matching :PRP
Matching =1
Matching =YP
Matching:BEM
Matching =¿¡
No Matching :PP
OUTPUT ::: Overfapping Parse Trees
: : :S INP IPRP[]l lvPIBEMIam] PP IRP Ilike] IN Ion] I I l
I am fike on
Reparandum : SINPIPRPtT] IVPIBEMIam]NIL I l
Repair :S INPIPRPII] IVPtBEMIam] PPIRPIIike] INIon] I I l
Matching =5
Matching :NP
Matchi-ng :PPP
Matching :1
Matching =YP
Matching:39¡4
Matching :¿¡n
No Matchlng :PP
OUTPUT : :: Overlapping Parse Trees
: : :SINPIPRPII] lVPtBEMlaml PPIRP[]ikel INIon] I I l
I am fike on
OUTPUT :: i

SINPIPRPII]lVPIvPIvPIvPlBEMlam]PPIRPIlike]INlonl llNPtDrIthe]NoMlNNIbank
lll IPPIINlon]NPIDTlthe]NoMINNIbank] llllPPlINlof INPIDTIthe]NOMINNIeasrla
kellllll

I am fike on the bank on the bank of the eastfake

I6

Reparandum = SINPIPRPtI] IVPIHVIhave]NIL I l
Repair:
SISIvPIvBPIgot]SINPIPRPII]lvPtHVIhave]VBPIgot]NPlDrIan]NoMINNIeastlake]
llllllCSlbutlSINPIPRPII]lvPIHVIhavent]vBPIgot]NPlDrIa]NoMINNIwestÌake]l
]]ll
Matching :5
No Matching :S
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated S Followed by a Ful1y
Activated S

OUTPUT ::: Overfapping Parse Trees
:::SISIVPIVBPIgot]SINPIPRPtIIIVPIHVIhave]VBPIgot]NPIDTIan]NOMINNIeastfa
kelllllllCSIbut]SINPIPRPtI]lvPIHVIhavent]VBPlgotlNPlDTIa]NOMINNIwestJ_ak
ellllll
got I have got an eastlake but I havent got a westlake
OUTPUT :::
SISIvPIVBPIqot]SINPIPRPIT]lVPIHVIhave]vBPIgot]NPIDTIan]NoMlNNIeast]akel
llllllCSIbut]SINPIPRPIT]lvPtHVIhavent]vBPIgot]NPIDTIa]NOMINNIwestlake]l
lltl

got I have got an eastlake but I havent got a westlake

oo r I have got I have got an eastfake but I havent got a westfake
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11 it is it

OUTPUT :::
s tNP I PRP Iir]
PIPDIrharPd]

it is it is
************

is directly below thatPd

]VP IVBP I

l]]ill
cli rectly

********

18 and come over gradually To the far To the fefthand slde of the tree

Reparandum = PPIINITo]NPIDT Ithe]NIL I l
Repair =
ADJPIJJIfar]PPIINITo]NPINPIDTIthe]ADJPIJJ[]efthandl lNoMINNIside]llPPIIN
lofl NP IDT Ithe] NoM INN Itree] I I I I I l
No Matching :ADJP
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated PP Followed by a Fully
Activated PP
OUTPUT ::: Overfapping Parse Trees
:::ADJPlJJlfarlPPIINlTo]NPINPIDTIthe]ADJPIJJIlefrhand] lNoMlNNIside]llpp
IIN lof]NP IDT Ithe] NoMINN Itree] I I I I I l
far To the lefthand side of the tree
OUTPUT :::
ADJPIJJIfar]PPlINlrolNPlNPIDTlthe]ADJPIJJIlefthand] INOMINNIside]llPPtIN
Iof ]NP IDr Ithe]NoMINN Itree] I I I I I l
far To the lefthand side of the tree
OUTPUT i:.
VP IVP IVBP Icome] RP Iover] IADVP IRB Igradua]lyl I l

isl S INP I PRP I it] I vP IVBP I is] PP IQL Idirectly] IN Ibelow]

befow thatPd

************+***

come over gradually

***********************************+

19 then you need to go straightQl along for aboutQl untllCS aboutef
you are about an inch and a half away from the edge of the map

Reparandum = NP IQLDT IaboutQ]l l
Repair :NP IPRP Iyou] l
Matching :¡P
No Matching :PRP
Matching Structure :: Partially Actj-vated NP
Activated NP
OUTPUT ::: Overl-apping Parse Trees :::NPIPRP
you
Reparandum : NP IQLDT IaboutQ]l l
Repair :NP IPRP Iyou] l
Matching =¡P
No Matching :PRP
Matchj-ng Structure :: Partially Activated NP
Activated NP

OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees :::NPIPRP
you
Previous structure : VPIVBPIneed] l
Matching Root = VP
Þan:i r :

vPIVPIvPlvPIvPIvBPISo]SIPPIQLIstralghtQl]RPlaJ-onglPPlINIfor]NPIPRPIyou]

t3l

Followed by a Fully

Iyou] l

Foll-owed by a Fully

Iyou]l



lllvPIVBPIare]RPIabout]lllNPINPIDTIan]NOMINNIinch]llCCIand]NPIDTIa]NoMI
NN Iha]f lllllPPIRPIaway]INlfroml ììNe¡DT Ithe]NoMINN Iedge]lllPPIINIof ]NPID
r Ithe ] NoM INN [map] I I I l
Matching :YP
No Matching :VP
OUTPUT :::
vPIVPIVPIvPlVPIVBPISo]SIPPIQLIstraightQl]RPtalonglPPlINlforlNPIPRPIyou]
lllvPIvBPIare]RPIabout]lllNPINPIDTlan]NoMlNNIinch]llCCtandlNPlDTlalNoMI
NN Iha]f ll ll IPPIRPIaway]INlfroml llNPtDTIthe]NoMINNIedge]lllPPlINIof ]NPID
r Ithe]NoM INN [map] I I I l
go straightQf along for you are about an inch and a half away from the
edge of the map
OUTPUT :::
To I to]
to
OUTPUT :::
S INP IPRP Iyou] lvP IvBP Ineed] I l
you need

*******************************+***+**+********************************

20 yeah , so you are at where are you now

Previous structure : VP IVBP Iare] l
Matching Root : VP
Repair =VPIADVPIWRBIwhere] IVPIVBPIare] I l
Matching :YP
No Matching :ADVP
Previous structure : VPIVBPIare] l
Matching Root = VP
Repair :VP IADVP IWRB Iwhere] I VP IVBP Iare] I l
Matching:YP
No Matching =ADVP
Previous structure : SINPIPRPIyou] IVPIVBPIare] I l
Matching Root : S

Repair :S IVP IADVP IWRB Iwhere] I VP IVBP Iare] I I l
Matching :5
No Matching :VP
Reparandum : SIStNPIPRPIyou] IVPIVBPIare] I I l
Repair :SIVPIADVPIWRBIwhere] IVPIVBPIare] I I l
Matching =5
No Matching =VP
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated S Followed by a Fully
Activated S

OUTPUT ::: Overl-apping Parse Trees
: : : S IVP IADVP IWRB Iwhere] IVP IVBP lare] I I l
where are
Previous structure : VPIVBPIare] l
Matching Root = VP
Repair :VP IVP IADVP [,üRB Iwhere] IVP IVBP Iare] I INP IPRP Iyou] I l
Matching =VP
No Matchj-ng :VP
Previous structure : SINPIPRPIyou] lVPlVBPlarel I l
Matching Root : S

Repair :S IVP IVP IADVP IWRB lwhere] I VP IVBP Iare] I I NP IPRP Iyou] I I l
Matching :5
No Matchlng :VP
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Reparandum = SISINPIPRPIyou] IVPIVBPIare] I I l
Repair :S IvP IVP IADVP IWRB Iwhere] lvP IvBP Iare] I INP IPRP Iyou] I I l
Matching =5
No Matching :VP
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated S Foffowed by a Fully
Activated S

OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees
: : :S IVPIVPIADVPIWRBIwhere] IVPIVBPIare] I INP lPRPlyoul I I l
where are you
Previous structure : VPIVBPIare] l
Matching Root : VP
n^*^i * _1
^EPdfr -J
Matching :YP
No Matching :VP
OUTPUT :::
VP IvP IADVP IwRBlwhere] lvBP Iare]NP IPRP Iyou] I IADVP IRB Inow] I l
where are you now
OUTPUT i i i

INIat]
dL

OUTPUT r::
S INP IPRP Iyou] lvP IvBP Iare] I l
you are

***********************************************************************

27 so you are justQl you are now aboutQl twoinches above the
gorillas or the banana tree

Reparandum : NPIQLljustQl] l
Repair =NP IPRP Iyou] l
Matching :¡P
No Matching :PRP
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated NP Fol-lowed by a Fully
Activated NP

OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees :::NPIPRPIyou]l
you
OUTPUT :::
SINPIPRPlyou]lvPIVPlvPlvBPIare]SINPIPRPlyou] lvPIvBPIare]ADVPIRBInow] lll
I NP IQLDT IaboutQ]-l NOM INN Itwoinches] I I I PP I IN Iabove] NP INP IDT I the] NOM INN Igo
rillasl I ICCIor]NPIDr Ithe]ADJPIJJIbanana] lNoMINNItree] I I I I I l

you are you are now aboutQÌ twoinches above the gorillas or the banana
tree

**+++******************************************************************

22 Right okay , To the do I bend it rightQl over untilcs I get To the
fafl-en pilJ-ars

Reparandum : NPIDTIthe] l
Repair =SIDOIdo]NPIPRPtII I l
No Matching :$
Matching StrucLure :: Partially Activated NP Fo.Llowed by a Fully
Activated NP

OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees :::SIDOIdo]NPtPRPtII I l
doI
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Reparandum = SIDOIdo]l
Repaír :
SISINPIPRPIl]lVPIvBPlbend]NPIPRPIit]lPPIQLIrightQl]RPIover]lllCSIuntilC
SISINPIPRPII]lvPIvBPIset]PPIINITo]NPIDTIthe]ADJPIJJIfaJ-1en]lNoMINNIpi11
arslllllll
Matching =5
No Matching :5
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated S Followed by a Fully
Activated S

OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees
:::SISINPIPRPII]lvPIvBPIbend]NPIPRPIrt]lPPIQLIrightQ]-lRPloverllllCSIunt
i lCS I S INP I PRP t ] I I vP IvBP I get ] PP I IN Iro] NP I DT I the ] ADJP I JJ I fallen] I NoM INN I p
iffarslllllll
I bend it rightOf over untiÌCS I get To the fal-l-en pillars
OUTPUT :::
S IS INP
S]S INP
arsl I l
I bend it rightQf over untilCS I get To the faÌIen pillars
OUTPUT :::
IN Iro]
To

PRP I I ] I vP IvBP Ibend] NP I PRP I it ] I PP IQL I riqhtQl ] RP Iover] I I I CS IuntilC
PRP I T ] I vP IvBP I get ] PP [ 1N I To] NP I DT I the ] ADJP I JJ I fallen] I NoM INN Ipi1]
lll

23 Riqht , yoü are now underneath
pillars

Prevlous structure : VP IVBP Iare] ADVP IRB Inow] I l
Matching Root : VP
Repair =VP IVBP Iare] l
Matchlng =YP
Matching :YgP
Matching :¿¡s
No Matching =
OUTPUT : : : Overfapping Parse Trees : : :VP IVBP Iare] l

OUTPUT :::
SINPIPRPIyou]lvPIvPIvBPIare]NPIPRPIyou]lPPIINIat]NPIDTIthe]NoMINNIend]l
I I I PPIINIof]NPIDTIthe]ADJPIJJIfallen] INOMINN Ipillars] I I I I l

you are you at the end of the fallen pillars

***+*****+***+*****+*****+*********************************************

24 so you need to go
the faffen pilJ-ars

are you at the end of the faÌlen

Prevj-ous structure : VP IVBP Ineed] IVP ITO Ito] VBP tSol I l
Matching Root : VP
Repair :VP IVBP Iloop] l
Matching =YP
Matching :YgP
No Matching =loop
OUTPUT : : : Overlapplng Parse Trees : : :VP IVBP Iloop] l
loop
Previous structure : NPtPRPtitl l

loop it down and then all the way up To
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Matching Root : NP
Repair :NP IADVP IRB Ithen] INPIDPR Ia]11 DT Ithe]NN Iway] I l
Matching =5P
No Matchinq =ADVP
Reparandum = NPINP IPRPtit] I l
Repair =NP IADVP IRB Ithen] I NP IDPR Ia]ll DT Ithe]NN Iway] I l
Matching :¡P
No Matching =ADVP
Matching Structure i i Partially Activated NP Fol-l-owed by a Fu1ly
Activated NP
OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees
: : :NPIADVPIRBIthen] INPIDPRIa]-ll DT Ithe]NNlwayl I l
then a1f the way
Reparandum : PP IIN Iup] l
Repair :PP I IN ITo] NP I DT I the ] ADJP I JJ I fallen] I NOM INN Ipi1]ars I I I l
Matching =PP
Matching =1¡
No Matching :To
OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees
: : :PP[]N ITo]NPIDTIthe]ADJPIJJlfa]lenl INOMINNIpillars] I I l
To the f al-1en pi J- lars
OUTPUT :: :

S INP IPRP Iyou] I vP IvBP []oopl NP IADVP IRB Ithen] I NP IDPR Iall] DT Ithe] NN Iway] I I P
P[]NITo]NPIDrIthe]ADJPIJJlfa]lenl lNoMINN Ipi1]arsl I I I I l

you J-oop then al-l the way To the faf f en piJ-J-ars

*******************.!***********************************+***************

25 okay , then , so you are at you are at the stones now

OUTPUT :::
SINPIPRPIyou]lvPIVPIvBPIare]SIPPIINlat]NPIPRPIyou] llvPIVBPlare]PPIINIat
INPIDrlthe]NoMINNIstones] I I I I I IADVPIRBInow] I I l

you are at you are at the stones now

26 you areAx going to go
through

OUTPUT :::
S IS INP IPRP Iyou] I vP IAUX IareAx] VBP Igoing] IVP ITo Ito] VBP ISo] I I I CC Iand] S tNP t
PRP Iyou] I VP IAUX IareAx] VBP Igoing] IVP ITO Ito] VBP Icome] PP IQL IrightQl] IN Ithr
oushllllll

you areAx going to go and you areAx going to come rightQl- through

********************************************+**************************

21 okay ... Right , I wiJ-l have to I will I will have to kindof change
it slightly because I have taken it on the wrong side of the cactus
thing

and you areAx going to come rightQl

Reparandum = S INPIPRPII] ll
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Þanr ì r

:SIMODIwi11]NPIPRPtI]lVPIMoDIwi]llVPIHVIhave]IVPITOIto]RBIkindof ]vBpIch
anselNPIPRPlir] I I I I l
Matching =S
No Matching =MOD
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated S Followed by a Fully
Activated S

OUTPUT : :: Overl-apping Parse Trees
:::SIMoDlwlll]NPIPRPtI]lvPlMoDIwill]VPIHVIhave]IVPlToIto]RBIkindof]vBpI
chanselNPIPRPlit] I I I I l
will I wll-l have to kindof change it
Reparandum : S INP I PRP t I ] I VP IMOD Iwi]l I VP IHV Ihave] IVP ITO I to] NTL I I I l
ÃePd f r

=SIMoDlwil1]NPIPRPtT]lvPIMODIwill]vPIHVIhave]IVPIrolto]RBIkindof]vBpIch
anselNPIPRPtit] I I I I l
Matchj-ng:5
No Matchinq =MOD
Matching Structure : i Partially Activated S Folfowed by a Fully
Activated S

OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees
: : : S IMoDlwi]ll NP IPRP tI] I VP IMODIwil]l vP IHVIhave] IVPlroltol RB Ikindof]vBp I
chanqelNP IPRP lit] I I I I l
will I will have to kindof change it
OUTPUT :::
SISIMoDIwi11]NPIPRPII]lvPlMoDIwi]llvPlHVIhave]IVPlToIto]RBIkindof ]vBpIc
hangelNPIPRPtit]lllllCSIQLIs]lghtlylCSIbecause]lStNPIPRPII]lvplHVIhave]
vBPItaken]NPIPRPtit]lPPlTNIon]NPIDTIthe]ADJPIJJIwrong]lNoMINNIside]lllp
PIIN Iof]NPIDT Ithe]ADJPIJJIcactus] lNoMINNlthing] I I I I I l

will I wilf have to kindof change lt sJ"ightly because I have taken it
on the wrong side of the cactus thÍng

****************************************+**********************+*+++**+

28 okay wellAff , you need to go ehm ... travel leftRp aboutel
an inch and then go down alongln the side of the misslonary camp

Previous structure : VP IVBP Ineed] IVP ITO Ito] VBP tsol I l
Matching Root = VP
Repair =VP IVBP I travel ] l
Matching :YP
Matching :YgP
No Matching :travel
OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees :::VPIVBPItravel] l
t rave l-

OUTPUT r r:
StNPIPRPIyou]lvPIvPIvPlvPlvPIvBPItravel]RPIleftRp]lNPtQLIaboutel,]DTlanl
NNIinch]llCCtandlVPIADVPIRBlthen]lvPlVBPIqo]PPIRPIdown]INIalongln]llllN
PIDTIthe]NoMINNIside]lllPPIINlof ]NpIDTlrhe]ADJPIJJImlssionary] lNoMINNIc
ampllllll

you travel leftRp aboutQl an inch and then go down alongln the side of
the missionary camp

* * * * * * * * * * *.r * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * ** *** * ** * * ** * * * * + + *

29 okay , now / you have you got a some gorillas over on the left
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Reparandum : NPIDTIa] l
Repair :NP IDT Isome] NOM INN IgorilIas] I l
MaLching :¡P
Matching :P1
No Matchlng :some
OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees :::NPIDTIsome]NOMINNIgori]1asl I l
some gorilJ-as
OUTPUT :::
SINPIPRPIyou]lVPIVPIHVIhave]NPIPRPIyou]lvPIvBPlgot]NPIDTIsome]NoMINNIgo
rilLasl I I PPIRPIover] INIon] I I INPIDTIthe]NoMINNtleft] I I I l

you have you got some gorilfas over on the left

**********+************************************************************

30 alright thatPd is probably , do you think thatPd is probabl-y the
sameNn

Previous structure = SINPIPDIthatPd] IVPIvBPIis]ADVPIRBlprobab]yl I I l
Matching Root : S

Repair :S IDO Ido] NP IPRP lyou] I l
Matching :5
No Matching =DO
Reparandum : S IS INP I PD IthatPd] I vP lvBP I is] ADVP IRB Iprobab]yl I I I l
Repair :SIDOldo]NPlPRPlyoul I l
Matching :5
No Matchlng :DO
Matching Structure : : Partially Activated S trol--Iowed by a FuJ-l-y
Activated S

OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees :::SIDOldo]NPIPRPIyou] I l
do you
OUTPUT :::
SINPtPDIthatPd] lvPIvPIvBPIis]SIvPIADVPIRBIprobably] lvPlDoIdo]NPIPRPIyou
llvPlvBPIrhink]sINPIPDlrharPd] lvPIvBPlis]ADVPlRBlprobablyl llllllllNpIDT
Ithe] NoM INN IsameNn] I I I l

thatPd ì-s probably do you think thatPd is probably the sameNn

***************************************-l*******************************

31 yeah , wellAff actually you need to then you neecl to bend upRp
round the side of the gorilJ-as so you are then going along so you areAx
runningVb parallel with the eh lefthand side of the map

Reparandum : StStNPIADVPIRBIactual]yl INPIPRPIyou] I IVPIVBPIneed] I I l
Repalr =
S IS INP IADVP IRB Ithen] INP IPRP Iyou] I IVP IVP IvP IvBP Ineed] IVP ITo Ito]vBP Ibend]
PP IRP IupRp] 1N Iround] I I I NP IDT Ithe]NOMINN Iside] I I I PP IIN Iof] NP IDT Ithe]NoMI
NNIgoriÌlas]lllllCSIso]SINPIPRPIyou]lvPIvPlVBPIare]SIStvPIADVPIRBIthen]
IVPIVBPIqoinq]RPIalong] lllCSIso]SINPIPRPlyou] IVPIAUXIareAx]VPIVBPIrunni
ngVblADJPIJJIpara11e1]PPtINIwith]NPIDTIthe]ADJPIJJIlefthand]lNoMINNIsid
ellllllllllPPIINlof ]NPlDr[the]NoMINNtmap] I I lll l
Matching =5
Matching =5
Matching:¡P
Matching :ADVP
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Matching :¡.9
No Matching :then
OUTPUT : :: Overfapping Parse Trees
:::SISINPIADVPlRBlthen]lNPIPRPlyou]llVPIVPIVPlvBPIneed]IVPIrOIto]VBPIbe
ndlPPlRPIupRp]INlroundl lllNPIDTlthe]NOMINNlside]lllPPIINIof ]NPIDTIthe]N
oM INN Igorillas] I I I I ICS Iso]S INP IPRP Iyou] lvP IvP IvBP Iare] S IS IVP IADVP IRB Ith
enl lvPIvBPIgoing]RPIa]ongl lllCSIso]SINPlPRPlyou] lvPIAUXIareAx]vPIvBPIru
nningVblADJPIJJIparaI]-el-lPPtINIwith]NPIDTIthe]ADJPIJJIlefthand] INOMINNI
sidellllll I lllPPIINlof ]NPlDrlthelNoMINN[map] lll I ll
then you need to bend upRp round the side of the gorillas so you are
then going along so you areAx runningVb parallel with the lefthand side
of the map
OUTPUT :::
SISINPIADVPIRBIthen]lNPIPRPIyou]llvPIvPlVPIVBPIneed]IVPIToIto]vBPIbend]
PPIRPIupRp]INIround]lllNPIDTIthe]NoMINNlsj-de]lllPPIINIof]NPIDTIthe]NoMI
NNIgorillas]lllllCSIso]SINPIPRPIyou]lVPlvPIvBPIare]SISIvPIADVPIRBIthen]
IVPIVBPIgoing]RPIa1ong]lllCSIso]SINPIPRPIyou]IVPIAUXIareAx]VPIVBPIrunni
ngVbl ADJP I JJ I para-l let ] PP t IN I with ] NP I DT I the ] ADLIP [.]J [ ]ef thandl I NOM INN I sid
el I I I I I I I I IPPIIN[of]NPIDrIthe]NoMINNlmap] I I I I I l

then you need to bend upRp round the side of the gorillas so you are
then going along so you areAx runningVb parallel with the lefthand side
of the map

***********************************************************************

32 okay , downfn aboutQl an lnch so you come you have come off the
rope bridge and you drop downln aboutQl an inch

Previous structure : NPIQLIaboutQL] DTIan]NNIinch] l
Matching Root : NP
Repair =NPIPRPIyou] l
Matchlng :¡P
No Matching =PRP
Reparandum = NPIDTIan]NNIinch] l
Repair :NP IPRP Iyou] l
Matching =¡P
No Matching :PRP
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated NP Fol-l-owed by a Fully
Actlvated NP
OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees :::NPIPRPIyou] l
you
OUTPUT :::
SISINPIPRPIyou]lVPIVBPIcome]SINPIPRPIyou]lVPIHVIhave]VBPIcome]PPIINIoff
INPIDTIthe]ADJPIJJlrope]lNoMINNIbridge]lllllllCCIand]StNPtPRPIyou]lvPtV
BP Idrop] PP I IN Idownln] NP IQL IaboutQL] DT Ian] NN I inch] I I I I l
you come you have come off the rope bridge and you drop downln aboutQl
an inch
OUTPUT :::
QL I aboutQL]
aboutQL
OUTPUT :::
IN Idownln]
downln

************************************************************+++++++*+++
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33 you have got where are you now

Reparandum = VPIHVIhave] l
r\çyo r r -
vP IvP IVBP Igot]S [vP IADVP IIIÍRB Iwhere]
l
Matching :YP
No Matchinq =VP
Matching Structure :: Partially Activated VP Foflowed by a Fully
Activated VP
OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees
:::VPIVPIVBPIqot]SIVPIADVPIWRBIwhere]IVBPIare]NPIPRPIyou]llllADVPIRBIno
wlll
got where are you now
OUTPUT r::
SINPIPRPIyou]lvPIVPIVBPIqot]SIvPIADVPIwRBIwhere]lvBPlarelNPIPRPIyou] lll
IADVP IRB Inow] I I l

you qot where are you now

*************************************+*********************************

34 so you want to come down
are aboutQl ... twoinches

OUTPI]T : : :

lvBP Iare]NP IPRP Iyou] I I I IADVP IRB Inow] l

S IS INP IPRP Iyou] I VP IVBP Iwant] IVP ITO Ito] VBP Icome] RP Idown] PP t0L IstraightQl
lRPldownlllllCSIuntil-CS]StNPIPRPIyou]lvPIvBPlare]NPIQLDrIaboutQ]lNoMlNN
Itwoinches]lllll

you want to come down straightQl down untifCS you are aboutQÌ twolnches

********************************************************.t**************

35 I have got
mannedfort

Reparandum = VPIHVIhave] l
Uôñrr r -

vPIvBPIgot]SIPPIINIfrom]NPIDrIthe]NoMINNIbottom] llNPIPRPII]llvPIHVlhave
IVBP[90t]NOMINNIsaloonbar]NOMlNNlstonecreeklNOMINNImannedfort]llllll
Matching :YP
No Matching :VBP
Matching Structure :: PartiaIly Activated VP Foflowed by a FuJ.J-y
Activated VP
OUTPUT ::: Overlapping Parse Trees
:::VPIvBPIgot]SIPPIINlfrom]NPlDrlthelNoMINNIbottom] IINPIPRPII]llvPtHVIh
avelVBPIgot]NOMINNIsaloonbar]NOMINNlstonecreek]NOMINNImannedfort]llllll
got from the bottom I have got saÌoonbar stonecreek mannedfort

OUTPUT :::
SINPIPRPII]lvPlvBPlgotlSlPPlINlfromlNPIDTlthe]NOMINNIbottom] llNPIPRP[]l
I IVPIHVIhave]VBPIgot]NOMINNIsaloonbar]NOMINNIstonecreek]NOMINNlmannedfo
rrllllllll
I got from the bottom I have qot saloonbar stonecreek mannedfort

straightQl down

from the bottom I have got saloonbar stonecreek

unti J-CS you
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Appendix-2

Different part of speech tag set used in this integrated system are summarizecl

below. All tags used are based on the HCRC Map Task Corpus tag set [2].

Adiectives
JJ - Adjective

JJR - Comparative Adjectives

Adverb
RB - Adverb
WRB - where

Coniunctions
CC - represent conjunctions like "and", "or"
CS-as

Determiners
DT- Determiner
DPR - Predeterminer

Noun
PRP - Pronoun
NN - noun
EX - Existential there
PD - Demonstratives
V/PS - "'W'ho"

Preposition
IN - Preposition
RP- Particles (Prepositions without a noun phrase compliment)

Verb
VBP - verb
HV- Aux verb "have"
BEM - "be" form of the verb

Exarnple: am, be
DO - "do" form of the verb

Example: do, don't
MOD - Modal verbs

Example: can, may, could

Oualifier
QL- qualifier
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